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ABSTRACT
Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging is the inference of the properties of objects or scenes
outside of the direct line-of-sight of the observer. Such inferences can range from a
2D photograph-like image of a hidden area, to determining the position, motion or
number of hidden objects, to 3D reconstructions of a hidden volume. NLOS imaging
has many enticing potential applications, such as leveraging the existing hardware in
many automobiles to identify hidden pedestrians, vehicles or other hazards and hence
plan safer trajectories. Other potential application areas include improving navigation
for robots or drones by anticipating occluded hazards, peering past obstructions in
medical settings, or in surveying unreachable areas in search-and-rescue operations.
Most modern NLOS imaging methods fall into one of two categories: active imag-
ing methods that have some control of the illumination of the hidden area, and passive
methods that simply measure light that already exists. This thesis introduces two
NLOS imaging methods, one of each category, along with modeling and data process-
ing techniques that are more broadly applicable. The methods are linked by their use
of objects (‘occluders’) that reside somewhere between the observer and the hidden
scene and block some possible light paths.
vii
Computational periscopy, a passive method, can recover the unknown position
of an occluding object in the hidden area and then recover an image of the hidden
scene behind it. It does so using only a single photograph of a blank relay wall taken
by an ordinary digital camera. We develop also a framework using an optimized
preconditioning matrix to improve the speed at which these reconstructions can be
made and greatly improve the robustness to ambient light. Lastly, we develop tools
necessary to demonstrate recovery of scenes at multiple unknown depths – paving the
way towards three-dimensional reconstructions.
Edge-resolved transient imaging, an active method, enables the formation of 2.5D
representations – a plan view plus heights – of large-scale scenes. A pulsed laser illu-
minates spots along a small semi-circle on the floor, centered on the edge of a vertical
wall such as in a doorway. The wall edge occludes some light paths, only allowing
the laser light reflecting off of the floor to illuminate certain portions of the hidden
area beyond the wall, depending on where along the semi-circle it is illuminating.
The time at which photons return following a laser pulse is recorded. The occlud-
ing wall edge provides angular resolution, and time-resolved sensing provides radial
resolution. This novel acquisition strategy, along with a scene response model and
reconstruction algorithm, allow for 180° field of view reconstructions of large-scale
scenes unlike other active imaging methods.
Lastly, we introduce a sparsity penalty named mutually exclusive group sparsity
(MEGS), that can be used as a constraint or regularization in optimization problems
to promote solutions in which certain components are mutually exclusive. We ex-
plore how this penalty relates to other similar penalties, develop fast algorithms to
solve MEGS-regularized problems, and demonstrate how enforcing mutual exclusivity
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Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) imaging is the inference of the properties of objects or scenes
outside of the direct line-of-sight of the observer. Such inferences can range from a
2D photograph-like image of a hidden area, to determining the position, motion or
number of hidden objects, to 3D reconstructions of a hidden space.
The work presented throughout this thesis builds upon a rich history of human
fascination with optics, and imaging. For instance, Mozi – a Han Chinese philoso-
pher and founder of the Mohist School of Logic – was undoubtedly unaware of digital
cameras, ultra-fast single photon detectors and pulsed lasers whilst writing the first
known description of the camera obscura (i.e., pinhole camera) around 470 BCE [42],
but this primitive technology is also undoubtedly an ancient precursor to the modern
field of occluder-aided NLOS imaging. The use of shadows to convey information has
been touched on by many well-known persons throughout history including Aristo-
tle [42], Ibn al-Haytham [42], Euclid [34], Leonardo Da Vinci [98], architects from
all over the world and time (see, e.g., the Roman Pantheon [65], or El Castillo of
Chichen Itza [21]), and perhaps even inspired the unusual perspective of Paleolithic
cave paintings [39].
One could argue that NLOS imaging dates as far back as 1500 BCE, to the
first recorded sundials or ‘shadow clocks’ found in ancient Egypt [81]. Although the
people using them perhaps simply trusted them to tell the time of the day through
the calibrated dial, they were in fact using the penumbrae projected by the gnomon
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Figure 1·1: Johannes Vermeer, Officer and Laughing Girl
(1657) The Officer in the foreground appears much larger than the
Girl seated across from him, leading some art historians to believe a
camera obscura was used in its creation. (Frick Collection, New York)
(Greek for ‘pointer’, the shadow caster erected from the dial) to infer the angle of the
sun relative to the earth – something that can not be achieved by simply staring at
a regular patch of ground.
Interestingly, some of the uses of pinhole camera technology resulted in contro-
versy. In 1891, artist Joseph Pennell noticed that in the painting ‘Officer and Laughing
Girl (1657)’ by 17th-century artist, Johannes Vermeer, the Officer in the foreground
appeared much larger than the Girl he sat across from, as one would experience in real
life [94]. This perspective was unusual at the time, and as such it was speculated that
Vermeer created his paintings by tracing the image projected by a camera obscura–
which some believe to diminish their impressiveness. Others disagree [69].
Organization This thesis contains three main parts. In the first part (Chapters 2
through 4), we develop a passive imaging method, ‘computational periscopy’, and in
the second part (Chapters 5 and 6) we introduce an active imaging system, ‘edge-
resolved transient imaging’. Although different in operation, goals and outcomes
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from one another, the development of these two methods share the same underlying
process. We begin by designing an acquisition procedure that can take advantage
of occlusions to provide us with informative measurements. We then decide upon
a suitable parameterization of the intended solutions to ensure the problem is both
tractable and well-conditioned. Finally, we develop algorithms to solve the resulting
inverse problem: making inferences about a hidden scene from the measurements we
have acquired. This leads into the third part, in which we develop a novel exclusive
sparsity penalty with applications in NLOS imaging, as well as more broadly.
1.1 Modern Non-Line-of-Sight Imaging
The ability to see around corners would find significant utility in numerous fields,
from helping see past partial blockages in medical settings to enabling surveillance
while remaining undetected (Fig. 1·2). One application of NLOS imaging with a
great deal of potential is autonomous navigation, which could leverage existing sensing
hardware to gather information about hidden pedestrians, vehicles, or other potential
hazards to plan safer trajectories through intersections or into occluded spaces [80].
Practical implementation of anticipatory imaging would require fast acquisition and
reconstruction of a large-scale scene with a wide field-of-view (FOV) in order to detect
the most significant obstacles with enough time to react safely.
The broad taxonomy of NLOS imaging comprises two main groups: active and
passive. Active imaging groups together all NLOS systems that require some con-
trol over the illumination of the scene, be it introducing new light, or modulating
an existing light source. For example, reflecting a laser beam off of a relay surface
into the hidden area, and measuring what light returns. In contrast to this, passive
NLOS imaging systems or techniques simply measure light that already exists and




Figure 1·2: Example applications of NLOS imaging. (a) Colli-
sion avoidance in vehicles. (b) Endoscopic imaging in difficult to reach
places. (c) Surveillance or search-and-rescue.
source in a hidden room picks up some small amount of information about its sur-
roundings with every bounce it makes, before hopefully reaching a sensor of ours.
After which, we can attempt to distill this information into some useful inference.
Passive methods are therefore reliant on the existence of ample, useful light already
within the environment.
In the following text, we will introduce and discuss some prominent examples of
both types of imaging, excluding any discussion of the work that is included in this
thesis.
1.1.1 Active NLOS Imaging
Most visible-wavelength NLOS imaging methods use controlled illumination of a dif-
fuse surface visible to both the observer and the hidden scene with ultra-fast laser
pulses. This provides information about the hidden scene, by measuring the arrival
times of returning photons and hence inferring round-trip distances to parts of the
hidden scene using our knowledge of the speed of light. The first conceptualization
of NLOS imaging was in 2009 [54]. Following this, the first experimental demon-
stration of 3D NLOS imaging used active illumination, scanning a pulsed laser over
a set of points on a relay wall and performing time-resolved sensing to collect light
from the same wall [102]. In this setting, the pulsed light undergoes at least three
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diffuse reflections: from a visible relay surface to the hidden scene, off the scene,
and back from the relay to the detector, so high-resolution transient information is
critical to constrain the reconstruction of possible light directions to a more feasi-
ble inverse problem. The majority of subsequent work in 3D NLOS imaging followed
this basic approach, with some variation in detection configurations and experimental
hardware [20, 38, 44, 45, 75, 112].
More recently, the basic imaging configuration has settled to scanning a large 2D
grid of points on a planar Lambertian wall, with emphasis on developing ever faster
and more accurate reconstruction algorithms, including improved methods of filtering
for back-projection [5, 3], fast Fourier transform-based methods such as the light-cone
transform [73, 116] and f–k migration [61], and various other methods including Fer-
mat paths [110], Bayesian methods [48], phasor fields [62, 63], speckle correlations [67],
and inverse rendering [101, 51]. Extremely low levels of informative light are mea-
sured in macroscopic scenes, which typically force active NLOS experiments to use
single-photon detectors, acquire transient information from many repeated illumina-
tions, and limit the hidden scene to around 1 m from the relay surface. Examples
that form images of objects at the greatest distances or with the lowest acquisition
times increase the laser illumination power to levels that are not eye-safe (e.g., 1 W
average optical power at 532 nm) [61, 62]. Often, retro-reflective hidden objects are
used that reduce radial fall-off and are unusual in real-world scenarios. Recent work
has demonstrated NLOS imaging at over 1.43 kilometers [109]. At this extreme range,
only around one in a quadrillion of the emitted photons will make its way back to the
detector.
A few recent works have recovered NLOS images with extraordinarily high reso-
lution without using pulsed illumination [108, 67]; however, these methods are fun-
damentally limited to small-scale scenes and thus not practical for applications such
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as navigation.
Finally, some NLOS imaging approaches aim to avoid diffuse reflections entirely
by using modalities (e.g., thermal [64], radar [87], or even acoustic [60]) operating at
long wavelengths, at which optically-rough surfaces appear smooth. Specular reflec-
tions maintain directionality and signal strength, but these methods measure physical
properties other than the optical reflectance, the resolution is lower due to the longer
wavelengths, and the specular reflections can lead to confusion in distinguishing be-
tween direct and indirect reflections. We will not consider techniques of this type in
the work presented throughout this thesis, and instead focus on visible or near-visible
wavelengths of light and diffuse reflections.
1.1.2 Passive NLOS Imaging
Passive NLOS imaging is primarily made possible by the often opportunistic use of
occluders situated between the hidden scene and a relay surface visible to both the
observer and to the hidden scene. We will denote this type of imaging as occluder-
aided.
Although not a direct antecedent, there is a significant overlap of ideas between
occluder-aided imaging and another prominent, field: coded aperture imaging [31, 1].
Coded aperture systems are usually lens-less, and instead recover images by including
one or more complex patterned apertures close to the image sensor. These patterned
apertures then encode scene information in shadows, again much like the classic pin-
hole camera. They are particularly useful when imaging using high energy radiation,
such as X-rays, which can not be focused using ordinary lenses [1]. They have also
been used to perform regular (and depth) imaging [58]. Some occluder-aided NLOS
imaging systems share more in common with coded aperture imaging than others –
but all have some major differences. Coded apertures are man-made, and much of
the literature is concerned with designing optimal aperture configurations to provide
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the best imaging quality, speed, etc. In the occluder-aided NLOS imaging setting,
the occlusions are more opportunistic – images ought to be recovered using whatever
opaque objects lay near the scene one is interested in, at least as well as possible.
Furthermore, in coded aperture imaging, the aperture typically resides very close to
the image sensor, as the aperture, sensor and other hardware comprise an imaging
device. In occluder-aided imaging, multiple occluders can potentially reside any-
where in the space between the hidden scene and the relay wall. Another notable
line of work which shares similarities is reference structure tomography, where ref-
erence structures or objects occlude X-ray radiation, allowing scan-free tomographic
reconstructions [18].
Perhaps one of the most well-known passive NLOS imaging systems is the ‘corner
camera’. In its original conception [16], a camera observes a square field of view on
the floor, near a vertical edge (such as in an open doorway). Light radiating from
surfaces within the hidden scene beyond the wall will fall on different parts of the
floor depending upon where in the hidden area they are, as the wall blocks light paths
from certain azimuthal angles reaching certain parts of the camera’s FOV. In essence,
the corner integrates the incoming light up to a certain angle, and over the full ele-
vation. This provides no resolution in elevation, but allows the recovery of azimuthal
information. In the initial publication, a sequence of images or frames of video are
subtracted from one another sequentially, in order to remove any background contri-
bution and minimize the effect of the albedo of the surface the camera is observing.
This allowed the recovery of 1D angular color information, in time, which allowed one
to track moving targets azimuthally. Subsequent work in this area relaxed these con-
straints, recovering the floor albedo and a 1D angular recovery of the color content of
the scene, including static components, from just a single photograph [89], and later
recovering range information also [88].
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It has also been demonstrated that 4D light fields can be recovered using an
occluder-aided method, although this requires complex occluder structure and pre-
calibration [8]. Other techniques rely on motion of either the occluder [100] or the
scene itself [16]. The reliance on occlusion to perform imaging in passive NLOS
imaging has also given rise to some literature assessing the usefulness of occlud-
ers [113], which borrows ideas from the preceding coded aperture literature. In order
to formulate the forward model and solve the related inverse problem, the visibility
function (and hence the structure of the occluding object(s)), needs to be known.
Some work exists around estimating the structure of the occluder using motion in the
scene [114], and a deep matrix factorization technique [4]. As noted in these publi-
cations, the problem of recovering both the hidden scene and the occluding objects
simultaneously shares many similarities with the field of blind deconvolution.
1.2 The Pinhole Camera
Before presenting our novel imaging techniques, we will use the pinhole camera as
a case study to develop some intuition for occluder-aided imaging, including the
formation of a forward model. The pinhole camera, or camera obscura, is a primitive
imaging device comprising a chamber or room with a small hole in its front wall
(indeed, camera is Latin for ‘chamber’ or ‘small room’ [35]). Unless stated otherwise,
we will concern ourselves only with ray optics, neglecting wave phenomena such as
diffraction and interference. In ray optics models, light is described by straight rays
which do not deviate from their travelling direction unless reflected or refracted. Light
paths originating outside of the chamber can only enter through the pinhole, as they
are blocked by the rest of the wall. This restricts the angle of any rays originating
from a certain spot and entering the chamber to a very small set (or single) angle(s)
of travel, related to the angle between the origin of the ray and the position of the
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Figure 1·3: The pinhole camera. (a) Light rays radiate from the
scene (cat) in every direction. Without a pinhole, the light from every
part of the scene contributes to everywhere on the back wall. (b) With
a wall and pinhole present, only light rays within a small angular range
reach the back wall, thus projecting an image of the scene.
pinhole in space, see Fig. 1·3(b). Due to this, there is no angular mixing of light
and a near perfect projection of the world outside of the chamber can be seen, albeit
flipped, on the back chamber wall. This can then be viewed by an observer, if they are
within the chamber. In smaller devices, photosensitive paper can be used to record
the projected image as a photograph. The pinhole camera itself could be considered
a rudimentary (and quite successful) passive NLOS imaging device – the observer
standing within the chamber is unable to see the world outside directly, but can
view a projection of it on the relay surface (the back wall of the chamber) if there is
sufficient lighting outside.
We can study the imaging properties of the humble pinhole camera by considering
a simple mathematical model to establish how much light originating from the world
outside of the chamber reaches a certain point on the chamber wall. For now, we
neglect radial falloff and foreshortening effects. The light reaching a position on the




V (x,pw;po)f(x) dx, (1.1)
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where f(x) is the outside scene radiosity, and integrating over x ∈ S = {(x, y, z) :
x, y, z ∈ R} represents the combining of contributions from the entire scene at pw.
The weighting factor, V (x,pw;po), is a Boolean-valued visibility function that equals
1 when the path from x to pw is unoccluded and equals 0 otherwise, and po is the
position of the pinhole. This is our forward model, which describes the measurement
(i.e., light reaching the back chamber wall) we would attain given a certain scene
outside, described by f(x). For the infinitesimal pinhole,
Vhole(x,pw;po) =

1, for (po−x)·(pw−x)‖po−x‖‖pw−x‖ = 1
0, otherwise.
For a certain pw, light can only be received from points lying on the vector parameter-
ized by t(pw − po), i.e., from a single angle. This is why a clear, human-decipherable
image is formed by the camera obscura on the back chamber wall (see Fig. 1·4(b)),
but no information on the depth of the elements of the scene is retained. In reality, in
order to avoid diffraction effects and collect enough light, the pinhole must have some
minimum finite extent [15]. In this case, the light from a single point in the scene
can enter the chamber at a restricted set of angles, and hence illuminates an area on
the chamber wall instead of a single point. This results in a blurring of the projected
image, and the larger the pinhole, the blurrier the image. This effect is depicted in
Fig. 1·5.
The formulation in (1·3) is quite general, and for good reason. Different visibility
functions can represent other openings of various shapes and sizes. Even more closely
related to the topics of this thesis is the ‘pinspeck’ camera [29], where instead of a
small hole in the wall, we have no wall and a small floating object. This then inverts
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Figure 1·4: What is seen on the chamber wall with different
visibility functions. (a)With no occluding wall. (b)With a pinhole.
(c) With a pinspeck. (d) Subtracting the wall-less image from the
pinspeck image provides the pinhole image.
Figure 1·5: The effect of increased pinhole size. (a) Infinitesimal






0, for (po−x)·(pw−x)‖po−x‖‖pw−x‖ = 1
1, otherwise.
In this case, we lose the nicest property of the pinhole camera: we do not have a
human-decipherable image projected onto the chamber wall. Instead of only a single
unblocked light path existing for every scene position, there is a single blocked light
path for every scene position, leading to an extremely blurred image (Fig. 1·4(c)).
However, one can cleverly recover the pinhole projected image by subtracting what














Therefore, if we can measure the image seen on the back wall twice: once with and
once without the pinspeck, we can recover what we would have seen if there were a
pinhole (and also capture much more light) (see Fig. 1·4(d)). However, if the size
of the pinspeck increases, this method recovers the projection of an equivalent sized
pinhole, blur and all. This recovery method has been used ‘in the wild’, to great
effect [100].
In Chapters 2 through 4, we discuss computational periscopy, a passive NLOS
imaging method. This follows the same basic principles of the pinspeck camera, but
necessitates much more sophisticated processing of the measured data. In computa-
tional periscopy, we have some occluder(s) between the hidden scene (i.e., the outside
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world, in this analogy), and a measurement plane (the back chamber wall), but this
occluder may be significantly more complex than a simple pinspeck, and not all pa-
rameters about the occluder (equivalently the visibility function) are known a priori.
Hence, we develop algorithms to solve the inverse problem of recovering occluder pa-
rameters and the hidden scene from the measurements we can make. Edge-resolved
transient imaging, covered in Chapters 5 and 6, is an active method and hence shares
fewer similarities with the pinspeck camera. Nevertheless, the use of an occluder to
provide directional information is still a key aspect.
Chapter 2
Computational Periscopy
Prior to the publication of the work in this chapter [83, 70, 82], high-quality NLOS
imaging systems were almost always active systems requiring sophisticated hardware.
To address the high cost and impracticality outside of laboratory scenarios of the
existing methods, we developed an approach to NLOS imaging named computational
periscopy, which uses only an ordinary digital camera. The imaging method is passive,
with radiosity of the NLOS scene due to sources hidden from view and uncontrolled.
The NLOS resolution is based on computational inversion of the influence of the
scene of interest on the penumbra of an occluding object of known size and shape
that is in an a priori unknown position. Exploitations of penumbrae prior to this
work required precise knowledge of occluder positions and used laser illumination
and SPAD-based detection [97, 111], required occluder motion [100], or had the more
limited objective of producing a one-dimensional projection of the moving portion
of a scene [16]. Some more recent work uses calibration measurements of a complex
occluder in a light field reconstruction [8]. The method developed here does not
require calibration, controlled illumination, time-resolved light detection, or scene
motion, and we obtain a color image.
In Fig. 2·1, the scenario of interest is depicted. The digital camera looks at an
area on a blank relay wall, which receives light from the hidden scene that is partially
blocked by an occluding object at an unknown position. This may invoke some
memories of the pinspeck camera discussed in the previous chapter, as the occluding
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object plays essentially the same role as the pinspeck. However, we can not recover
the related pinhole image using the same simple method, as:
1. We are unable to take an initial measurement without the occluder present.
2. We do not know the location of the occluder a priori.
3. The occluder can be any shape or size (within reasons detailed later). This
results in an unusual hole shape much larger than the ideal pinhole, and hence
an extremely blurry, indecipherable ‘pinhole’ image.
Instead, we turn to more general methods used to deal with inverse problems to
recover both the occluder location and also an image of the hidden scene, given a
photograph of the blank relay wall. The notation used throughout this chapter is
detailed at the end in Table. 2.2 for the reader’s convenience.
2.1 Forward Model
Before formulating an inverse problem to solve, we must establish a forward model.
With the occluder positioned at po between the hidden scene and visible wall and the









where f(x) is the hidden scene radiosity, and integrating over x ∈ S = {(x, d, z) :
x, d, z ∈ R} represents the combining of contributions from the entire scene at pw.
The first weighting factor in the integrand models the radial falloff of flux density
and two foreshortening effects: the wall patch relative to the direction of the incident
light and the scene pixel relative to the viewing angle of that pixel, with nx and
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Figure 2·1: Experimental setup for computational periscopy.
The standard digital camera obtains a snapshot of the irradiance on a
visible imaging wall, which includes penumbra due to an object occlud-
ing some light emanating from the scene of interest. The snapshot is
used to estimate the hidden occluder position and recover an image of
the hidden scene.
nw the scene and wall surface normals, respectively, and ](·, ·) denoting the angle
between its vector arguments. The second weighting factor, V (x,pw;po), is again
the Boolean-valued visibility function that equals 1 when the path from x to pw is
unoccluded and equals 0 otherwise. The factor µ(x,pw) describes the radiometric
model for the scene’s variation with view angle, which will henceforth be considered
a constant to model Lambertian scenes. Although not included in (2.1) for brevity,
this can also be augmented with a final term, b(pw), representing the contribution at
the visible wall from sources outside the modeled scene area S. Eq. 2.1 is an instance
of the rendering equation from computer graphics specialized to our setting [52].
With reflection from the visible wall assumed to be Lambertian, the reduced-
resolution digital photograph of the visible wall is modeled with a discretization of
(2.1) with pw taking (126)2 = 15876 values in the camera’s FOV. For each color
channel we obtain a simple affine model y = A(po)f+b, where the digital photograph
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is vectorized into a column vector, and the light transport matrix A(po) has 15876 rows
and a number of columns that depends on the attempted reconstruction resolution.
Discretization of Continuous-Space Model
We will now make the leap to a discrete model, in which we will spend the rest of our
time. For computational inversion, we desire a discretized approximation
y = A(po)f + b. (2.2)
Let the hidden area to be recovered be divided into N scene pixels of equal area, and
define entry j of the discretized scene f as the mean of f(x) for x in scene pixel j.
Let the camera FOV be divided into M = 15 876 camera FOV pixels of equal area
ac. We treat I(pw) and b(pw) as approximately constant over any camera FOV pixel.
Ignoring camera imperfections, the measurement of camera pixel i is proportional to




cos( 6 (pw − x,nx)) cos(6 (x− pw,nw))
‖pw − x‖22
V (x,pw;po)f(x) dx+ b(pw)
]
,
where pw is any representative of camera FOV pixel i and the proportionality includes
camera efficiency parameters and exposure time. Omitting the ac factor because it
can be absorbed with other scalings within the camera that lead to dimensionless
















cos(6 (pw − x,nx)) cos(6 (x− pw,nw))
‖pw − x‖22
V (x,pw;po) dx, (2.4)
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where again pw is a representative of camera FOV pixel i. We approximate the in-
tegral in (2.4) with a rectangular rule. Choosing a uniform 2D array with L points
Sdiscrj = {xj,1, xj,2, . . . , xj,L} ⊂ Sj, we approximate the integrand of (2.4) as piece-
wise constant with L pieces. (The physical equivalent is to model the radiosity from










with the quality of approximation improving with increasing L. Here we have assumed
I(pw) is constant over a camera FOV pixel. An alternative is to also numerically
integrate over each camera FOV pixel. In order to calculate a A in practice, we
perform the calculation in (2.5) with L = 64.
2.2 The Importance of Occlusion
The visibility function – equivalently, the presence of the occluder – is central to
the conditioning of the inversion. Without an occluder, the weighting factors in
(2.1) depend too weakly on x for well-conditioned recovery of f(x) [55, 102, 97]. The
presence of an occluder introduces shadows and penumbrae that make it plausible that
some image formation is possible, but everyday experience suggests this is extremely
limited. In discretized form, without an occluder, the rows of A are too similar
to enable well-conditioned inversion. Variations in visibility function V (x,pw;po)
caused by the presence of an occluder improve the conditioning of A(po) for inversion
because it results in dissimilarities between its columns.
Fig. 2·2 demonstrates how the presence of an occluding object in the scene greatly
improves the conditioning for inversion of the light transport matrix A(po). The
occluder creates variability in the visibility function, which increases variability among
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Figure 2·2: The effect of the occluder on the conditioning
of the transport matrix. (a) A simulated camera measurement
using the Mushroom ground truth. (b) The simulated transport matrix
A(po). (c) The singular values of this transport matrix.
the columns ofA(po). Without the occluder, the camera measurements are extremely
smooth due to every point on the imaging plane receiving light from every point in
the hidden scene.
Improvements in conditioning are similar to what is achieved in coded-aperture
imaging [36] and reference structure tomography [18, 76]. However, even with the
conditioning improvement from occlusion, we are faced with poor conditioning.
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2.3 Computational Field-of-View
We define the computational field of view (CFOV) as all positions in the hidden area
that cast a shadow into the camera FOV that is unique from the shadow cast by any
other position. We show an example of a CFOV for a flat, rectangular occluder in
Fig. 2·3. Radiosity of parts of the hidden scene outside of this volume will be very
poorly conditioned for recovery from the camera photograph:
• Light emanating from a point on the scene plane that is not visible from any part
of the camera FOV influences the camera photograph only through additional
diffuse reflections and thus is very difficult to resolve.
• Consider two points that are visible from the entire camera FOV. In the ir-
radiance model in (2.1), both points have visibility function V (x,pw;po) = 1.
Thus, the weightings of their contributions to the irradiance differ only by the
remaining factors,
cos(6 (pw − x,nx)) cos(6 (x− pw,nw))
‖pw − x‖22
µ(x,pw),
which vary extremely slowly with x. This implies that the two points must be
relatively far apart for their radiosities to be resolved.
For a simple rectangular occluder, the boundaries of the CFOV can be found by
projecting the boundaries of the camera FOV across the edges of the occluder (see
Figs. 3, 2·4, and 2·5).
The size and position of the occluder determine the size and position of the CFOV.
Keeping the position fixed, making the occluder smaller will make the CFOV smaller
(Fig. 2·4(a) to (b)); conversely, making the occluder larger will make the CFOV larger
but a hole may form in its center (Fig. 2·4(c) to (b)).
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Figure 2·3: Computational field of view. The computational field
of view comprises points in the hidden scene (b) which cast a unique
shadow into the camera FOV (a).
Figure 2·4: The effect of occluder size on the CFOV. (a) Small
occluders provide a small CFOV. Conversely, larger occluders result in
a larger CFOV (b), and eventually a CFOV hole from which no light
can reach the camera FOV (c).
Figure 2·5: The effect of occluder position on the CFOV. (a)
Shift due to x position. (b) Shift due to z position. (c) Scaling due to
y position.
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Figure 2·6: 3D, non-black ‘chair’ occluder. This occluder is used
in the results in Figs. 2·14, 2·16, 2·17, 2·18, 2·12, 2·13.
Keeping the size of the occluder fixed, motion of the occluder parallel to the FOV
planes will simply shift the CFOV (Fig. 2·5(a) and (b)). Motion of the occluder
toward the camera FOV will magnify the CFOV, and motion of the occluder away
from the camera FOV will minify the CFOV (Fig. 2·5(c)).
2.3.1 Use of a complex 3D occluder
There is no particular restriction on the shape, size or even color of the occluder
for recovery of the hidden scene to be possible. Different occluder shapes, sizes and
positions simply provide:
1. different CFOVs in which robust scene recovery is achievable; and
2. somewhat varying levels of conditioning of the light transport matrix (see Fig.2·2
for a comparison of different occluders).
For instance, Fig. 2·6 depicts a 3D, non-black chair occluder that was used to perform
some experiments. Thanks to the information contained in the penumbra formed by
the chair occluder, reconstructions of the hidden scene are possible and shown later
in Fig. 2·14.
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2.3.2 Calculating the CFOV for Complex Occluders
Extending the lines connecting the corners of the camera’s FOV to the opposing
corners of the occluder allows us to visualize the CFOV for some simple, 2D shapes.
Although this method helps with our intuition, for more complex shapes, especially
3D shapes such as the chair depicted in Fig. 2·14, this method is unfortunately no
longer applicable. Instead, we are prompted to develop a more sophisticated method
to calculate and visualize the CFOV given any camera FOV and occluder pairing.
To do so, we take a step back and consider why we care about the CFOV at all.
In essence, it tells us the area in which we can hope to successfully recover a repre-
sentation of the scene, given a camera FOV and the occluding object(s). Therefore, if
we are able to tell how well we can estimate the contribution from a certain position
in space, we can use this to build up a map of the full CFOV by evaluating this over
the area we care about, for example, a plane within the hidden area.
To achieve this, we turn to the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB). The CRB provides us
with a lower bound on the variance of an unbiased estimator. In this case, we can use
it as a proxy to determine roughly how well we are able to recover each of the pixels in
a discretization of some space in the hidden area. We simply choose our discretization,
calculate our light transport matrix A as usual, and calculate the CRB. Under the
discrete model for f(x), and assuming that the camera measurements are corrupted




is the Fisher information matrix for estimating the unknown vector parameter f , from
the camera measurements [53]. Here I ∈ RN×N . From (2.6) it follows that the CRB
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Assuming that we are considering a plane within the hidden area, we can then plot
the elements of the CRB as an image to reveal the shape of our CFOV. See Fig. 2·7 for
some examples. This can lead to some surprising results, for instance, in Fig. 2·7(b).
This replicates the case depicted in Fig. 2·4(c), so a hole due to complete occlusion is
expected in the center. However, not predicted by the intuitive line method is that
the pixels horizontal and vertically extending from the expected shadow region in
the center are worse conditioned – as they only cast a single ‘edge shadow’ into the
camera FOV, which provides angular information in only one direction.
This method is applicable to not only any shape of occluder, but also any cam-
era FOV shape (e.g., on a non-flat wall), and can recover the 3D volume in which
reconstructions can be made. Interestingly, this method also reveals that the CFOV
is not binary valued – it is not simply a case of being inside or out – as different areas
within the CFOV may be conditioned differently.
2.4 Reconstruction Algorithm
Fig. 2·8 shows the steps taken to recover the hidden scene. Firstly, we must estimate
the position of the occluding object in order to be able to evaluate the visibility
function and hence the forward model. Following this estimation, we can solve an
inverse problem to recover the hidden scene.
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Figure 2·7: Using the CRB to visualize the CFOV. (a) A square
occluder. (b) A large square occluder, resulting in a fully shadowed
region. (c) A hexagonal occluder. (d) The chair occluder.
Figure 2·8: Reconstruction procedure. (a) RGB camera mea-
surements are downsampled to reduce their dimensionality and reduce
noise. (b) Estimated occluder position compared to true position. (c)
Hidden scene reconstruction from camera measurements and estimated
occluder position.
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2.4.1 Estimating Occluder Location
Recovering po and f from the single snapshot camera measurement y is a nonlinear
problem. Since the number of measurements (rows of A(po)) is large relative to
the recoverable resolution of the hidden scene, the measurements y reside close to
low-dimensional affine subspace that is dependent on the occluder position po. The
occluder position is estimated from y through
p̂o = arg max
po
‖A(po)(A(po)TA(po))−1A(po)Ty‖22, (2.8)
where A(po) is the computed light transport matrix for an occluder position po.
The three estimates obtained by solving this maximization for each color channel are
averaged to obtain a single p̂o .
A solution to (2.8) is found through a grid search approach outlined in Algo-
rithm 2.1. The algorithm is based on the camera measurements y being made to
reside near the range of A(p̂o), which is a low-dimensional subspace of the 15 876-
dimensional space of downsampled measurements. The desired estimate of the hidden
occluder’s position, p̂o, is the one that minimizes the Euclidean distance between y
and the range space of A(p̂o) or, equivalently, maximizes the Euclidean norm of the
orthogonal projection of y onto the range space of A(p̂o) [103]. In practice, poor con-
ditioning of A(po) for certain candidate occluder positions po makes it more robust
to orthogonally project to the smaller subspace spanned by the left singular vectors
of A(p̂o) that are associated with the “significant” singular values, which are the ones
that are within some factor κ ∈ (0, 1) of the largest singular value.1 Then if A(po)
1For instance, when po is such that the occluder does not cast a shadow in the camera’s FOV,
A(po) is very poorly conditioned for inversion. Only some number N0 < N of the singular values
will be significantly larger than zero. Hence, orthogonally projecting to the range of A(po) will
retain N −N0 dimensions of y that depend deterministically but highly erratically on po; it is as if
those directions are chosen uniformly at random, reducing the reliability of estimating the correct
po.
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is approximated by the truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) UΣVT using
only significant singular values, Eq. 2 can be written using








= (UTy)TUTU(UTy) = ‖UTy‖22,
as in Algorithm 2.1.
Algorithm 2.1 Occluder localization global search algorithm.
Inputs:
y: vectorized single-channel camera measurements
(xs, ys, zs): occluder position candidate grid origin
(δpx , δpy , δpz): occluder position candidate grid increments
n: grid count (per dimension)
κ: condition number threshold
Output:
p̂o: estimated occluder position
1: Pcandidate ← {{xs, xs+δpx , . . . , xs+nδpx} × {ys, ys+δpy , . . . , ys+nδpy}×
2: {zs, zs+δpz , . . . , zs+nδpz}}
3: Jmax ← 0
4: for all po ∈ Pcandidate do
5: Ã← A(po) using (2.5)
6: [U, s, V]← svd(Ã), so Ã = U diag(s)VT with s nonincreasing
7: K ← #{s > κ s1}
8: Ũ← U{:,1:K}
9: J ← ‖ŨTy‖22
10: if J > Jmax then
11: p̂o ← po





For a given discretization in Eq. 2.5, the cost of computing A(po) for a single
occluder position is O(LMN) and the cost of its SVD is O(N2M) for N < M [40].
Hence the cost of computing the occluder position estimate using Algorithm 2.1 is
O((LMN + N2M)n3), where n is the total number of possible occluder positions
considered. While this approach is effective (Table 2.1), it can be computationally
prohibitive for large n. With minimal loss in performance, dramatic cost reduction can
be achieved by first searching a coarse grid of, say, m n points in each coordinate
to obtain an initial estimate p̂o, and then refining that estimate by searching within
its neighborhood. An initial coarse search is more accurate with projections to low-
dimensional subspaces, and the finer searches are more accurate with projections
to higher-dimensional subspaces. We found three searches, with κ first 0.75, then
0.5, and finally 0.05, to be effective. In addition, a coordinate ascent-based search
provided further improvements in terms of computational complexity.
2.4.2 Recovering an Image of the Hidden Scene
Given the estimated occluder position p̂o, an estimate Â = A(p̂o) of the true light
transport matrix A(po) is computed. If the estimated occluder position were exactly
correct and model mismatch and background contributions were inconsequential, pre-
multiplying the vectorized measurements y (for each color channel) by the pseudoin-
verse Â† = (ÂTÂ)−1ÂT would yield the least-squares estimate of the hidden scene
content. To improve robustness to noise and model mismatch, we exploit transverse
spatial correlations prevalent in real-world scenes by promoting sparsity in the scene’s
gradient via total variation (TV) regularization [10]:
f̂ = arg min
f
‖Âf − y‖22+λ‖f‖TV, (2.9)
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where the operator ‖·‖TV denotes the TV semi-norm and λ is the TV-regularization





(Fi,j − Fi+1,j)2 + (Fi,j − Fi,j+1)2 (2.10)
was used, where F ∈ RN1×N2 is f reshaped to the dimensions of the N1 × N2 image
we are reconstructing.
By noting that un-modelled, multi-bounce light and ambient background light
will tend to be spatially slowly varying or close to constant in the camera measure-
ments, we can augment the model with an approximately constant background term.
Specifically, recall the model in (2.2):
y = A(po)f + b,
where b = [b1, b2, . . . , bi, bi+1, . . . , bM ] models the unknown background and M is the
number of camera pixels. Taking the difference between two vertical neighboring
camera measurements, i.e. yi+1 − yi, gives:
yi+1 − yi = aTi+1f + bi+1 − aTi f − bi = (ai+1 − ai)Tf + (bi+1 − bi).
Further imposing the slowly varying background assumption, bi+1 ≈ bi, implies that
yi+1 − yi ≈ (ai+1 − ai)Tf . (2.11)
Eq. (2.11) can therefore be rewritten in matrix-vector form as follows:
Dy = DAf ,
where D, is the so-called difference matrix. Similarly to (4.8), we formulate and solve
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Figure 2·9: Normalized singular values of Â and DÂ.
the optimization problem
f̂ = arg min
f
‖DÂf −Dy‖22+λ‖f‖TV, (2.12)
obtained by combining the new linear forward model with the usual TV prior. This
new approach exhibits increased robustness to model mismatch due to un-modelled
multi-bounce light and also ambient light.
The optimization in (2.12) is solved using the fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding
algorithm (FISTA) of Beck and Teboulle [11]. The regularization parameter λ is
decided upon empirically for each test scene.
D as a preconditioner As well as improving the reconstruction quality by rejecting
ambient light, we find that the resulting matrix DÂ has a lower condition number
than Â itself, meaning that D acts as a preconditioner for our problem. This is
helpful, as reducing the condition number allows for a larger step size to be used
in FISTA, resulting in faster convergence in the solution to (2.12). The normalized
singular values of Â for this scenario are plotted alongside DÂ in Fig. 2·9. We explore
the idea of finding an even better preconditioning and background-cancelling matrix
further in Chapter 3.
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2.5 Experimental Results
For the first set of experiments, hidden scenes were displayed on a Dell LCD monitor
model 2001FP, which has 4:3 aspect ratio and 1280-by-1024 resolution. With no line-
of-sight from monitor to camera, visibility was via a white Elmer’s Foam Board, which
is visually diffuse; any specular component that is present is not modeled and thus
not directly exploited. The camera was a FLIR Grasshopper3 model GS3-U3-41S4C-
C, which has 2016-by-2016 resolution (4.1 megapixels). It was used with a Tamron
M118FM16 lens with 16 mm focal length and f/1.4 aperture. Control of scene and
camera was through a Lenovo ThinkPad P51s laptop computer. After averaging the
photograph over 16-by-16 blocks to both increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
reduce the dimension of the light transport matrix, three 126-by-126 images, one per
color channel, are extracted.
Several 36-by-29 scene-pixel test images were used to evaluate our computational
periscope. The camera exposure time, set to maximize signal strength while avoiding
saturation, varied between 175 ms and 425 ms, and the average of 20 such exposures
gave the inputs to the computational method (Fig. 2·10(b)). The snapshot was fed
to a computer algorithm to produce a reconstruction (Fig. 2·10(c)) by estimation of
occluder position, vertical differencing of data and light transport matrix, and image
estimation. For comparison, a reconstruction (Fig. 2·10(d), top row) was formed from
the snapshot using the actual occluder position. With unoptimized code on a desktop
computer, initial occluder estimation took 18 minutes and subsequent hidden scene
recovery (using the approximate background cancellation method) took an additional
48 seconds. Most of that computation time is for forming A(po) matrices. The
estimated occluder positions are reported in Table S1.
Results for the initial scene (Fig. 2·10, first row) show that with our computational
imaging method clearly resolves moderately-sized features like the white and red
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Figure 2·10: Reconstructions for different hidden scenes. (a)
Four ground truth scenes are displayed on the monitor. (b) Camera
measurement obtained for corresponding scene. (c) A reconstruction
using the differential framework and the estimated occluder position.
(d) Reconstructions obtained assuming the true occluder position is a
priori known and using the same algorithm as in (c).
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Table 2.1: Occluder localization results. Estimated occluder po-
sitions using proposed localization algorithm for each example hidden
scene.
Occluder location (m) (po)x (po)y (po)z
Ground truth 0.470 0.460 0.204
Mushroom 0.458 0.489 0.203
Tommy 0.457 0.456 0.208
Text ‘BU’ 0.473 0.464 0.207
RGB bars 0.469 0.467 0.208
patches along with larger features like the head and yellow face; smaller features,
such as eyes and unibrow, are visible with worse accuracy. Similarly, for the second
scene (Fig. 2·10, second row), even the white teeth and blue + on the hat are present in
the reconstructions along with larger features like the face and hat. These two scenes
demonstrate that measurements that are difficult to distinguish visually (Fig. 2·10(b))
may yield distinct and clearly identifiable reconstructions.
Occluder position estimates have roughly centimeter accuracy (Table S1). Recon-
structions based on estimated occluder position (Fig. 2·10(c)) have similar quality to
those based on known occluder position (Fig. 2·10(d)), demonstrating robustness to
the lack of knowledge of occluder position.
2.5.1 Results with Reflective (Non-Emissive) Hidden Scene
The use of monitors in the hidden scene in the previous experiments was to enhance
the ease of performing multiple experiments. There is no requirements that the scene
be emissive – we simply require radiance from the hidden scene, whether emitted or
reflected. Another set of experiments was performed by floodlighting two reflective,
non-emissive hidden scenes comprising strips of colored cardboard on a black backing
(see Fig. 2·11). In this new experiment, we use the same geometries as the monitor
experiment along with the non-black 3D chair occluder. Reconstruction results shown
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Figure 2·11: Experimental setup for reflective hidden scene. A
diagram of the experimental setup with a reflective (non-self-luminous)
hidden scene and external illumination source.
in Fig. 2·12 demonstrate comparable recovery quality to those obtained using the LCD
monitor to display the hidden scene (Fig. 2·14, for example).
Additionally, an experiment to demonstrate the 2D reconstruction of a hidden 3D
scene was performed. We used a reflective scene containing a blue cardboard cylinder
and green cardboard cuboid. A reconstruction formed by assuming an imaging plane
approximately 2 cm behind the back of the objects is shown in Fig. 2·13. The re-
construction shows the projection of these 3D objects onto the assumed 2D imaging
plane.
2.6 Robustness Evaluation
2.6.1 Effect of Background Light on Occluder Position Estimation
In the discretized acquisition model in (2.2), the light transport matrix A(po) has
many more rows than columns. This is a consequence of the futility of attempting
to form a very high resolution (15 876 or 1 016 064 pixels or more per color channel,
depending on whether downsampling is applied) reconstruction of the NLOS scene.
Thus, y lies in a low-dimensional affine subspace in an M -dimensional space. If the
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Figure 2·12: Experimental reconstructions for reflective hid-
den scene. (a) The ground truth scene comprising strips of colored
cardboard on a black background. (b) The reconstruction achieved us-
ing the differencing method. (c) The reconstruction achieved at twice
the resolution.
Figure 2·13: 2D reconstruction of a 3D scene. (a) Photograph
of the ground-truth, a 3D scene made from colored cardboard; (b) A
72x58 pixel reconstruction assuming an imaging plane approximately
2 cm behind the back side of the objects.
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Figure 2·14: Reconstructions using non-black, 3D chair oc-
cluder for different hidden scenes. (a) Four ground truth scenes
are displayed on the monitor. (b) Camera measurement obtained for
corresponding scene. (c) The reconstruction.
background b were known, then a variant of Eq. (2.8),
p̂o = arg max
po
∥∥∥A(po) (A(po)TA(po))−1 A(po)T(y − b)∥∥∥2
2
, (2.13)
would be a natural occluder position estimate because it would be the occluder posi-
tion that minimizes the Euclidean distance between the measurements y and the affine
subspace that should contain y. More specifically, A(po)(A(po)TA(po))−1A(po)T is
the orthogonal projection operator onto the range of A(po). It orthogonally decom-
poses y−b into a component in the range ofA(po) and a component in the orthogonal
complement [103]. The size of the component in the orthogonal complement indicates
the amount of model mismatch under occluder position po. Minimizing the squared
Euclidean norm of this component is equivalent to solving the optimization in (2.13).
In the case that the mismatch y −A(po)f − b is modeled as white Gaussian noise,
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solving (2.13) gives the maximum likelihood estimate of po.
While (2.8) and (2.13) would generally give different occluder position estimates,
we find that the estimate from Eq. (2.8) is rather accurate (Table 2.1). We may
informally decompose the background into three components, b = b0 +b1 +b2, where
b0 originates in the computational FOV, b1 originates near the computational FOV,
and b2 originates far from the computational FOV. Like y, the component b0 from
inside the computational FOV should lie in the range of A(po), so this component
does not degrade the estimation of po. We expect A(po)(A(po)TA(po))−1A(po)Tb2
would have no dependence on po because po affects only the visibility function in (2.5).
Thus, only the component b1 degrades the estimate of po. This can be mitigated by
expanding the scene area that is modeled, i.e., overestimating the potential size of
the computational FOV before estimating po through (2.8).
2.6.2 Effect of Occluder Position Error
The illustrations of the effects of occluder positions on computational FOV (Fig. 2·5)
are suggestive of the effect of an occluder position error. Suppose a camera snapshot
is collected with the occluder at position
po = [(po)x, (po)y, (po)z],
but a reconstruction is formed with postulated occluder position
p̂o = [(po)x + ∆x, (po)y, (po)z],
for some ∆x > 0 (such as blue being the correct position and red being the postulated
position in Fig. 2·5(a), since the x coordinate increases to the left). A true horizontal
radiosity variation in the computational FOV will create a measured horizontal irra-
diance variation in the camera FOV, due to the penumbra of a vertical edge of the
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occluder. In reconstruction, the variation will be imputed to an incorrect location
on the scene plane; using similar triangles, the location will be shifted by an amount
proportional to ∆x, magnified by the D/(po)y. This reasoning extends to the entire
scene, and it applies equally well to occluder position errors in the z direction. In
summary: errors in the x and z components of p̂o lead to shifts of the entire scene
reconstruction by an amount proportional to the occluder position errors.
The effect of a y component error in p̂o is a bit more subtle. Suppose a camera
snapshot is collected with the occluder at position
po = [(po)x, (po)y, (po)z],
but a reconstruction is formed with postulated occluder position
p̂o = [(po)x, (po)y + ∆y, (po)z],
for some ∆y > 0 (such as red being the correct position and blue being the postulated
position in Fig. 2·5(c), since the y coordinate increases to the right). A scene-plane
radiosity feature of horizontal extent sx will be projected by a vertical edge of the





In reconstruction, the variation will be imputed to a scene-plane feature of horizontal
extent
s′x =
D − ((po)y + ∆y)
(po)y + ∆y
cx =





which represents a minification. Similarly, if ∆y < 0, the observed variation is im-
puted to a magnified scene-plane feature. The location of the magnified or minified
imputed scene-plane feature must be such that it is consistent with the measured
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camera FOV variation. Thus, there is a shift unless the feature is aligned in the x
and z coordinates with the occluder. In summary: errors in the y component of p̂o
lead to magnification or minification of the entire scene reconstruction, centered at the
orthogonal projection of the occluder onto the scene plane (hence generally perceived
as accompanied by horizontal and vertical shifts).
2.6.3 Effect of Occluder Shape Error
In general, we assume the shape and size of the occluder is known a priori. However,
if this is not the case, even a fairly incorrect assumption about the occluder shape
can produce reconstructions that may sometimes be interpretable. Fig. 2·15 depicts
reconstructions formed using measurements with the 3D chair occluder present, using
an A matrix computed under the assumption that the occluder is in fact flat (i.e.,
missing the seat, front legs and cross bar). Despite this mismatch, the reconstructions
are still fairly interpretable. We note also that the vertical resolution is poorer than
horizontal, which is likely due to the lack of the crossbar and seat in the assumed
occluder – both horizontal edges which would provide additional vertical resolution.
2.6.4 Robustness to Measurement Noise
Fig. 2·16 shows reconstructions of the Mushroom test scene from multiple measure-
ment at four different integration times, demonstrating robustness to shorter integra-
tion times and also the low variability between reconstructions from separate mea-
surements.
Fig. 2·17 further demonstrates the robustness to noise by taking a long-exposure
camera measurement and further corrupting it with additive white Gaussian noise, to
achieve a specific SNR, before forming a reconstruction of the hidden scene from the
measurements. Note that despite the long-exposure measurement not being noise-
free, we have assumed it is a suitable proxy for the ground truth measurement for
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Figure 2·15: Reconstructions using incorrect occluder model.
The measurements using the 3D chair occluder were used to form re-
constructions under the assumption that the occluder was a flat, 2D
rectangle aligned with the back of the chair (i.e., the chair missing the
seat portion and front legs).
Figure 2·16: Reconstructions using measurements with in-
creasing integration time. Each column shows three reconstructions
using separate measurements at a fixed integration time. Uses the 3D
chair occluder.
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Figure 2·17: Reconstructions using measurements with de-
creasing SNR. Zero-mean, white Gaussian noise was added to a low-
noise measurement taken with a long exposure time to achieve a specific
measurement SNR. Uses the 3D chair occluder.
the purpose of SNR calculation. It is clear that measurements with SNR even as
low as 10 dB, the reconstruction still contains the general shapes and colors of the
ground truth scene. This is due in part to the noise-reducing down-sampling operation
performed on the measurements prior to the reconstruction.
2.6.5 Robustness to Ambient Background Light
Any light originating from within the CFOV casts penumbrae in the camera’s FOV, by
definition, and any light arriving at the measurement plane from outside of the CFOV
is certainly unobstructed and is thus slowly and smoothly varying. This is leveraged in
the reconstruction algorithm by taking differences along the measurements. This dif-
ferencing therefore provides some robustness towards both unmodelled, multi-bounce
light and also ambient light.
Fig. 2·18 shows reconstructions formed from measurements made in the presence
of ambient light. Whilst the quality of the reconstructions degrades with increasing
ambient light levels, it does so gracefully. With an ambient light strength approxi-
mately equal to the signal strength, the reconstructions are still interpretable. It is
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Figure 2·18: Reconstructions with increasing ambient light
level. Robustness to light is demonstrated by performing reconstruc-
tions using measurements taken with decreasing signal-to-background-
ratio (SBR), defined here as the ratio of the mean of signal sans ambient
light to the mean of ambient light measurement.
also of interest to note that there are significant ambient light levels present in the
non-emitting scene measurements due to reflections of the floodlight from the side
walls (Fig. 2·12, 2·13), yet the reconstructions do not show any significant degrada-
tion in reconstruction quality due to this.
2.6.6 Discussion of Computational Running Times
The majority of the computation time is consumed by generating A(po) matrices, in
both occluder localization and also reconstruction. The generation of each column of
A(po) is as follows: Firstly, the intensity images due to each discretized point of the
current scene patch are generated simultaneously on a GPU. Then a binary mask
for the occluder shadow is generated for each point also, and the resultant intensity
images and occluder masks are multiplied together and the results are averaged and
vectorized. The intensity calculations are parallelized on the GPU and thus extremely
efficient; the computational time does not change significantly with a change in the
scene patch discretization, L. The generation of the shadow masks are not paral-
lelized, and so scale linearly in computational complexity with the discretization.
Parameters that greatly affect the computation time required to generate A(po)
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include the amount of downsampling of the measured data and the discretization
resolution of the scene patches. Subsampling of the measurement data substantially
reduces computation time without appreciable degradation of reconstruction quality;
thus, we downsample the data by 8 times in each dimension (the reduction from 1008
× 1008 to 126 × 126 mentioned in the main text) for the reconstructions.
Reducing the discretization resolution of the scene patches also significantly re-
duces the computation time, with a minimal effect on reconstruction quality. When
discretizing each scene patch into 36 points, the total computation time to generate
one A(po) matrix for the rectangular occluder is approximately 13 seconds.
The total time required for the occluder localization is 18 minutes, and the time re-
quired to form a reconstruction using the spatial differencing algorithm is 48 seconds,
resulting a total run time of 19 minutes.
2.7 Conclusion
Computational periscopy, as introduced, discussed and demonstrated in this chapter,
recovers 2D color images of hidden scenes out of the observer’s direct line of sight,
using only a single photograph of a blank relay wall with a digital camera. This
has some significant advantages over active imaging systems: it is faster to make
measurements, requires simple, cheap hardware (a digital camera, instead of expensive
ultrafast optics and associated systems), and recovers color images with no additional
effort. However, the quality and generality of the estimates is limited in comparison
to recent active methods, and it is at the mercy of the available lighting in the scene.
We introduce the concept of the computational field-of-view, that is the volume
in the hidden area that is well-conditioned enough for recovery, and show how the
Cramér-Rao bound can be used to visualize it for any arbitrary occluder-camera FOV
pair. We develop an algorithm to estimate the position of the occluding object within
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the hidden scene, and subsequently an algorithm to recover an image of the hidden
scene.
The techniques developed are demonstrated experimentally by reconstructing a
variety of hidden scenes displayed upon a monitor or made of cardboard, with a simple
rectangular or more complex 3D chair occluders. The reconstruction accuracy is quite
high, recovering details as small as 1 cm at a distance of 1 m from the relay wall.
We also analyse and demonstrate the technique’s robustness to signal noise, ambient
light contributions, and incorrect estimates in the occluder position or shape.
The techniques introduced in this chapter are limited to recovering an image of
objects lying on a single plane, are too slow to be used in real time, and can only
operate in scenarios where the light coming directly from the hidden scene is 3-4x
brighter than any ambient light reaching the wall. In the next chapters, we show
how the techniques can be improved and extended with new algorithms to form
much faster reconstructions, withstand much higher ambient light levels, and recover
multiple depths simultaneously.
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Table 2.2: Summary of mathematical notation.
Notation Description
](x,y) angle between vectors x and y
A(po) light transport matrix from discrete scene f to camera measure-
ment y for a single color channel, assuming occluder is posi-
tioned at po (dimensionless entries)
b background-dependent component of camera measurement, one
color channel (dimensionless entries)
b(pw) background-dependent component of irradiance at a 3D wall
position (W/m2)
d distance between scene plane and wall plane (meters)
f scene-dependent component of camera measurement, one color
channel (dimensionless entries)
f̂ estimate of scene-dependent component of camera measure-
ment, one color channel (dimensionless entries)
f(x) radiosity at a 3D scene position (W/m2)
I(pw) scene-dependent component of irradiance at a 3D wall position
(W/m2)
µ(x,pw) scene brightness factor for scene position x viewed at wall posi-
tion pw (scene-independent and dimensionless)
nw normal vector at wall position pw
nx normal vector at scene position x
po position of occluder (each of three dimensions in meters)
p̂o estimated position of occluder (each of three dimensions in me-
ters)
pw wall patch location (each of three dimensions in meters)
S set of 3D positions constituting scene
V (x,pw;po) visibility of scene position x at wall position pw with occluder
at po (binary, 0 or 1)
x scene position (each of three dimensions in meters)
y camera measurement, one color channel (dimensionless entries)
Chapter 3
Fast Computational Periscopy with Strong
Background Light Contributions
In the previous chapter, we introduced the concept of computational periscopy. The
image reconstruction algorithm used finite differencing of the measurement to cancel
some of the ambient background light contributions, and also improve the condition-
ing of the problem. Although this method provides reasonably accurate reconstruc-
tions down to an SBR of about 4, realistic scenarios will often occur where the hidden
scene is illuminated by a light source that is also casting direct light onto the relay
wall. This results in a SBR less than 1. Prompted by this, we develop a new recovery
method using an optimized preconditioning matrix, inspired by ‘generalized pseu-
doinverses’ [32], that can handle much lower SBRs and also allows for significantly
faster reconstructions (video-rate).
3.1 The Generalized Pseuodoinverse
Taking inspiration from the finite differencing procedure that attempts to cancel out
slowly varying background contributions, we aim to develop an algorithm that both
improves robustness to background light and also speeds up the reconstruction. To
do so, we seek a matrix P such that ‖Pb‖≈ 0 for any reasonable background b, and
also such that PA is well conditioned (ideally, PA = I). The problem of finding such
a P can be considered a search for a left inverse with special, background-cancelling
properties. The idea of the generalized pseudoinverse has been explored previously
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and many interesting results have been demonstrated, such as sparse inverses which
enable efficient computations, and correspondences with dual frames [32, 33].
To begin, we note that any background light can be modelled by integrating the
response from point lights positioned over the surface emitting or reflecting the light,
i.e., b =
∫
α∈β e(α)ψ(α) dα, where ψ(α) : R
3 → RN2 is the ambient light contribution
to the N2 pixel camera measurement from a point light with position α = (x, y, z),
e(α) is a scalar emittance factor, and the domain β is over the surface(s) contributing
to the measurement. A simple example of a contributor of background light is a
ceiling light, which could be modelled as a single point light that directly illuminates
the measurement surface. Another example is unmodelled multi-bounce light that
originates from the hidden scene of interest, but subsequently reflects off of other
surfaces before reaching the measurement wall. In this case, β comprises all points
on the final reflecting surface. The point light response is given by:
ψ(α)i = ((α− ci) · n)/‖α− ci‖32, (3.1)
where ci is the position the ith camera pixel sees on the wall and n is the wall normal
(‖n‖2= 1). In order to find a suitable matrix P, one could consider solving the
following problem for a generalized pseudoinverse:





s.t. PA = I,
(3.2)
where here, β is all possible positions background light can originate from (i.e., every-
where in space such that a point light at that position will contribute some amount
of light to the measurement surface). This aims to ensure that multiplying by P
will optimally cancel any background contribution, and the constraint ensures that
the multiplication PA gives the identity, making P a left pseudoinverse. Omitting
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the emittance factor is equivalent to assuming e(α) = 1 for all α, implying that
cancellation of light from all points in β is equally important.
As is, this problem is intractable. We suggest to discretize β, resulting in a
matrix B whoseM columns comprise ψ(α) evaluated for a number of different values






‖Pψ(αi)‖22 = ‖PB‖2F .
This is a reasonable approximation, as we anticipate all background light to emerge
from the far field. This implies that ψ(α) ≈ ψ(α + ∆) for small enough ‖∆‖2, i.e.,
the response varies very slowly with α and hence any reasonable ψ(α) will lie in or
extremely close to the subspace spanned by B. The problem could then be solved
using an iterative approach [32], but this is costly. Instead, we can also relax the
constraint:
P̂ = arg min
P
‖PB‖2F+ω‖PA− I‖2F , (3.3)
where ω ∈ [0,∞) controls the relaxation. Then, we arrive at a more familiar result:








where † represents the Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse and the factor ω has been ab-
sorbed into B. This result can be interpreted as simply calculating the pseudoinverse
ofA augmented with additional columns containing prototype backgrounds, and then
discarding the rows that pertain to an estimate of the background contribution as we
are not concerned with them. Now, using P̂ in place of the finite differencing matrix
in (2.12), we see that forming our solution is as simple as left multiplying by P̂ and
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‘denoising’ the result with the proximal operator for TV:





‖f − P̂y‖22+λ‖f‖TV (3.5)
= proxTV,λ(P̂y), (3.6)
which significantly reduces computation time compared with the original algorithm
relying on differencing. The proximal operator can be solved efficiently using a variety
of methods [11, 72, 30].
This estimation is followed by a final post-repair stage, in which pixels likely to
be incorrect are identified and replaced with the output of a median filter (per color
channel). To identify potentially incorrect pixels, we calculate the sample mean of
the magnitude of eight neighboring pixels, and we consider the current pixel to be
incorrect if its magnitude is more than some threshold away from the neighborhood
sample mean. This helps to improve the final estimate by reducing the severity of
artefacts, especially in regions of the hidden space which are worst conditioned for
recovery (which can be observed using the Cramér-Rao bound [70]). The full recovery
procedure is summarised in Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2 and in Fig. 3·1. We note that
more sophisticated methods could be used, such as adaptive vector median filters [24],
but we did not find that the trade-off between improvement to the reconstruction
and increase in computation time was worthwhile. Similarly, one could consider TV
regularization that is not separable among color channels, however, we found the
same trade-off behaviour. We anticipate that these more sophisticated techniques
may prove more useful at higher reconstruction resolutions.
The idea of searching for a generalized pseudoinverse opens up many other inter-
esting options which could be explored. For instance, while the use of the Frobenius
norm here leads to a computationally efficient and familiar result, different norms
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Figure 3·1: Reconstruction procedure. (a) Measurement is left-
multiplied by P̂. (b) Total variation denoising using the proximal op-
erator. (c) Median filtering.
will result in different, and perhaps interesting, outcomes. Other terms can be in-
cluded in (3.3), too. For example, a sparsifying term ‖P‖1 could result in a sparse
pseudoinverse that may speed up subsequent multiplications by P̂.
Algorithm 3.1 Proposed Reconstruction Algorithm.
Input: A, y, β, λ.
Output: f̂
1: for αi ∈ β do








5: for each color channel do
6: f̄ = proxTV,λ(P̂y)
7: end for
8: return f̂ = post-repair(f̄)
3.1.1 Constructing B
When the sampling used to generate B is of sufficient breadth and density, the same
B matrix can be used in reconstructions for different scene configurations, as long as
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Algorithm 3.2 Post-repair Algorithm.
Input: f̄ ∈ R3×N , threshold κ
Output: f̂
1: f̂ = f̄
2: m = median-filter(f̄) (for separate color channels)
3: for i = [0, 1, ...N − 1] do
4: Calculate neighborhood magnitude mean µ
5: if |‖f̄i‖−µ|> κ then




the properties of the surface the camera is pointing at stay the same (i.e., constant
albedo and Lambertian); different orientations and positions of the relay surface are
then simply changes of the coordinate system.
For the experiments throughout this chapter, we construct B by calculating the
measurement due to point lights at various positions using (3.1). We define the center
of the camera’s FOV on the relay surface as (0, 0, 0), and then evaluate ψ(α) for α on
a 3-dimensional grid from (−3, 1,−3) m to (3, 7, 3) m with 75 cm steps, as depicted in
Fig. 3·2. This results in B with 512 columns, each sampling a different light position
over a 6× 6× 6 m cube.
It is also possible to sum together the response from numerous point lights over
a small area to more accurately sample the space – but we found that the extra
expenditure did not noticeably effect the results. Similarly, finer discretization did
not significantly improve reconstruction quality but increased computational effort in
forming P̂. Many other more sophisticated discretization strategies are possible and
are worth exploring – for instance importance sampling the space to discretize more
finely near expected background light sources (e.g., discretizing the space above the
measurement plane more finely due to the expectation of ceiling lights or sunlight
from above). Similarly, discretizing more finely closer to the measurement plane may
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Figure 3·2: Sampling possible background contributions. Each
dot represents a point light that contributes a column to B. Two ex-
amples are shown.
improve the results as the contribution from point lights farther from the measurement
plane vary more slowly with changes in position.
3.2 Extension to Video Reconstruction
Often, video reconstruction under high ambient lighting conditions is simplified by
taking differences through time to essentially cancel out any background contributions
which do not vary in time, for example in [16]. However, reconstructions of this type
are only capable of recovering movement within the scene, rather than the whole
scene through time. Given the potential for fast, video-frame-rate reconstructions
using the proposed algorithm, we extend here the algorithm to make more use of the
temporal structure in video sequences. For the ith frame we denote the measurement
yi. For the first frame, we solve the problem in (3.6). Then, after each subsequent
measurement is acquired, we could solve the following problem:
f̂i = arg min
f
‖P̂Âf − P̂yi‖22+λ‖f‖TV+λ2‖f − fi−1‖1 (3.7)
where fi−1 is the previous frame’s estimate, and hence continuity in time is promoted.
To simplify this, we can instead simply stack f and fi−1 into one vector and denoise
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this with the 3D TV proximal operator, for which there are fast implementations [23].
Following this, we can apply the same post-repair algorithm as before. However, we
also include the previous frame in time within the window (now a 3× 3× 2 window);
for each pixel in f , we now take the median of the neighboring 8 pixels at the current
frame as well as 9 from the previous frame.
3.3 Analysis of Relaxed Solution
In order for the equality in (3.5) to hold, we require that PA ≈ I, which is not
explicitly guaranteed when solving the relaxed problem in (3.3) for general A and B.
However, the relaxed problem has the attractive quality that the solution has a simple
and familiar closed form. In essence, we wish to find a matrix P such that PA = I
and B ∈ Null(P). This implies that the closer to orthogonal the subspaces spanned
by A and B are, the better the solution to the relaxed problem will be. Empirical
evidence arises from the reasonable success of the use of the finite difference matrix,
D. The success can be interpreted as being due to any background contribution lying
close to the null space of D. Similarly, the discontinuities in the differences due to
the penumbrae punctuating the light from the hidden scene then ensures that A does
not lie close to Null(D).
This can be explored more rigorously by calculating the angle between the sub-
spaces spanned by A and B [13]. This will differ depending on the exact imaging
situation, but for the setup depicted in Fig. 4·1, we calculate this angle to be 89.989
degrees. This is very close to orthogonal, hence we anticipate the solution to (3.3)




i=1‖P̂Bi‖2/‖Bi‖2= 4.5e−15, implying that P̂ also successfully
cancels out the background examples in B.
From a statistical point of view, P̂A ≈ I implies that the reconstruction is ap-
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proximately unbiased (in the absence of ambient light). The conventional Moore–
Penrose pseudoinverse minimizes the variance of the reconstruction under a white
Gaussian noise model. Comparing the CRBs for estimating f using only A (con-
ventional pseudoinverse) or [A,B] (as proposed here) quantifies any increased sen-
sitivity to additive noise caused by the suppression of background. The CRBs for
the ith hidden scene pixel in each case are the ith diagonal elements of (ATA)−1
and ([A,B]T[A,B])−1. Indeed, we find that for the scenario in Fig. 4·1, the










To see the relationship between reconstruction quality and SBR using the proposed
method and the original differencing method, we perform an experiment. Firstly, eight
photographs of a white, Lambertian poster board were collected under various lighting
conditions (outside in sunlight, inside in sunlight, and inside under room lighting at
various orientations), to sample a variety of realistic ambient lighting conditions.
Additionally, this data set was augmented by flipping each image about each axis,
resulting in 32 background examples. One test measurement per background example
was generated by adding a scalar multiple of each of the collected ambient light
measurements to the experimental data without ambient light (from the experiments
in Fig. 2·10), to achieve a desired SBR. Fig. 3·3 shows the mean squared errors
(MSEs) of the reconstructions using both algorithms. We also show results of a
second experiment of this type where the background measurements were collected
in particularly adversarial environments (outside with snow, and inside with stained-
glass windows) in Fig. 3·6.
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We also compare the efficacy of the proposed method to the differencing method
by reconstructing a hidden image from experimental data in the presence of ambient
light. We consider again the data from the experiment included in Fig. 2·18 where
reconstructions were formed of a hidden image for decreasing SBR, achieved by slowly
increasing the ambient light level in the room. In this experiment, depicted in Fig. 2·1,
a hidden image was displayed on a 0.305 m × 0.404 m computer monitor that was
approximately 1 m from the visible relay wall. Between the hidden monitor and the
relay was was a chair model which occludes some light paths. In Fig. 3·5, we show
the resulting reconstructions using the proposed algorithm compared with the original
repeated from Fig. 2·18, and show the computation time for each method (excluding
the time taken to generate the light transport matrix A, which is common to each
method).
3.4.2 Video Reconstruction
Inspired by the speed of the proposed algorithm, we now aim to recover a sequence
of images, or video, in the hidden area using the procedure outlined in Section 3.2.
To do so, we simulate the measurement due to each frame of the video by left mul-
tiplying the vectorized ground truth frames by our transport model A (for the scene
configuration depicted in Fig. 4·1). We then augment this measurement with one of
the experimentally measured backgrounds to achieve an SBR of 0.5, and finally we
add white Gaussian noise to achieve an SNR of 60 dB, which is fairly typical of the
experimental measurements. The first frame is recovered with the algorithm proposed
for still images, and the subsequent frames are recovered using the proposed video
approach. The results of this are shown in Fig. 3·7.
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Figure 3·3: (a) A plot of reconstruction MSE against SBR. Exper-
imental background measurements (32 in total, 1 used per trial) were
added to a background-free experimental measurement, to achieve a
fixed SBR. (b) An example of the generated measurements followed
by reconstructions using the method in [83] and the proposed method
using the optimized preconditioner P̂, respectively.
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Figure 3·4: Measurement compared to background-free mea-
surement and AP̂y. (a) Measurement y. (b) The background con-
tribution to the measurement. (c) Measurement without background
contribution. (d) The result of AP̂y.(e) The result of pseudoinverse
with differencing, A(DA)†Dy
Figure 3·5: Reconstruction results with decreasing SBR. In
the top show, we repeat results from Fig. 2·18 which used the differ-
encing method. In the second row are reconstructions formed using the
proposed method. Also included is the run time to form all four recon-
structions using each method. The 3.7 s in the second row includes the
pre-processing step of forming P̂ – following this, the mean time per
reconstruction is 0.024 s.
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Figure 3·6: Reconstructions with adversarial backgrounds. (a)
Scenario in which background was measured (see white poster board).
Top: Stained glass windows. Bottom: Direct sunlight and snow reflec-
tions. (b) Background measurement (scaled from 0-1 for display only).
(c) Composite measurement (SBR = 0.25). (d) Reconstruction.
Figure 3·7: Simulated video reconstruction results at SBR =
0.5. The first row shows the measurement. The second row shows
the ground truth video frames. The bottom row shows the recovered
55×40 pixel video frames, at a rate of 16 frames per second. The MSE




We see from the experimental reconstruction results in Fig. 3·5 that the differencing
method begins to struggle to form acceptable reconstructions at SBR lower than 4.
However, the proposed method suffers minimal degradation even down to SBR of 0.95,
and performs similarly at higher SBR. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm does not
require the costly gradient projected descent algorithm with a poorly conditioned A.
Hence, the computation time is improved by a factor of ∼80× when averaged over
the four reconstructions. If the post-processing time taken to form P̂ is discounted
(as it is only needs to be calculated once for a particular scenario), the computation
time for one reconstruction is reduced by a factor of 3125× (0.024 s vs. 75 s), which
approaches video frame rates (around 40 fps).
In Fig. 3·3(a), we see that the reconstruction from the proposed algorithm is not
significantly affected by the background level, performing similarly at SBRs down to
as low as 0.2. As can be seen in the example measurements (Fig. 3·3(b)), this is a
realistic SBR that one may expect to see in a variety of scenarios – with only faint
penumbrae present in the measurement.
To better analyse the effect of left-multiplying by P̂, we show in Fig. 3·4 a compar-
ison of a measurement with SBR of 0.25, the same measurement but background-free,
and AP̂y. We see that AP̂y appears markedly similar to the background-free mea-
surement, which suggests the P̂ operator is successfully cancelling out the background
contribution whilst retaining the information important to forming a reconstruction,
i.e., the penumbrae.
In Fig. 3·8 we show the P found for the scenario used in all of the presented
results. Interestingly, we do see structure that is reminiscent of a finite differencing
matrix.
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Figure 3·8: The P̂ matrix found for the imaging scenario considered
in this chapter.
3.5.2 Computational Complexity
In Table 3.1, the time taken to form reconstructions of various resolutions using
either the differencing method or the proposed method is shown. The proposed
method performs significantly faster, especially when one considers forming multiple
reconstructions in the same scene configuration (e.g., a video), as the matrix P̂ need
only be constructed once for a particular scenario. At higher reconstruction resolution,
the time to form P̂ increases quite significantly. At much higher resolutions, it may
be computationally infeasible to calculate the pseudoinverse directly, and instead
iterative methods may be required instead. The actual image reconstruction, however,
is still extremely fast compared to the differencing method. At high reconstruction
resolutions, simply storing P̂ in memory may also be challenging. This could be a
situation where aiming to learn a sparse pseudoinverse could be of interest, in order
to reduce the storage requirements.
3.5.3 Video Reconstruction
In Fig. 3·7 we demonstrate the use of the video recovery procedure outlined in Sec. 3.2
on simulated measurements. Despite high background levels (SBR = 0.5) and higher
resolution (55×40 pixels) we are able to form the reconstructions at a rate of 16 frames
per second. We see that later frames are recovered with superior MSE than the first
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Table 3.1: Time taken in seconds to form reconstructions of different
resolutions using the differencing method and the proposed method.
Forming P̂ is only performed once for a particular scene configuration.
Resolution Differencing method Proposed method
Forming P̂ Reconstruction
36 × 29 68.755 4.621 0.019
54 × 43 145.099 19.357 0.042
72 × 58 198.789 59.484 0.082
90 × 72 262.255 157.473 0.131
two frames. This is due to the extra regularization we are able to use in the video
recovery: the first frame is recovered with the still-image algorithm, and the second
and subsequent frames improve with temporal regularization, with the influence of
the (lower quality) first frame diminishing. This can be thought of as a short ‘burn
in’ period in which the reconstructions improve before reaching a steady state.
3.6 Conclusion
We have proposed a new algorithm that builds upon and improves the one proposed in
Chapter 2, which enables passive non-line-of-sight imaging using a photograph from
an ordinary digital camera in scenarios with high ambient light levels. The proposed
algorithm significantly improves upon previous results in terms of both tolerance to
background light levels and also reconstruction speed.
The improvements are demonstrated experimentally by operating on data sets
measured at different SBRs, and by augmenting background free measured data with
backgrounds measured in a variety of scenarios. Additional simulated experiments
are performed to demonstrate of video rate reconstructions.
Exploring the use of generalized pseudoinverses in NLOS imaging is an intriguing
avenue with many possibilities, especially in the context of improving robustness to
background contributions and in reducing reconstruction time. Doing so overcomes
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a major hurdle in making passive NLOS practical, without making sacrifices such as
imaging only objects in motion, requiring pre-calibrated background measurements,
or requiring lengthy offline recovery procedures.
Chapter 4
Multi-Depth Computational Periscopy
In the previous two chapters, we have discussed recovering an image of a hidden
scene that lies on a single plane. The work presented in this chapter uses a single
photograph of a visible surface, captured using an ordinary digital camera, to form
color images at multiple depths in the hidden scene. In particular, we demonstrate
experimentally the possibility of forming color images of hidden scenes that contain
two planar structures (see Fig. 4·1). Most of the material presented has appeared
in [84]. It is perhaps surprising that one can recover depth information about the
hidden scene using only a single photograph of a blank wall. As with the original
computational periscopy introduced in the Chapter 2, the key lies in the occluding
object in the hidden space, which casts penumbrae into the camera’s FOV. These
penumbrae provide enough information to make estimations about both the scene
content and also geometry. In the line-of-sight setting, coded aperture cameras [58]
or lens-less mask based cameras [119] are interesting parallels to our work, since they
exploit coded masks as line-of-sight occlusions to recover both depths and images.
Other work uses two or more images from typical lens-based cameras: depth from
defocus works aim to use the local blurring in images to determine depth [86], and
stereo or plenoptic imaging recovers depth using parallax [6, 118, 107].
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4.1 Imaging Scenario and Forward Model
An occluding object lies between a multi-depth hidden scene and the imaging wall
(Fig. 4·1). We make the assumption that there is no self-occlusion in the hidden
scene, from the perspective of the visible imaging wall. Under this assumption, the
Figure 4·1: The experimental setup. The camera observes a white
Lambertian imaging wall, measuring the light reflected by the hidden
scene and occluded by the object.






· V (x,pw;po)f(x) dx+ b(pw),
(4.1)
where f(x) is the scene radiosity, and the integral is over x ∈ S = {(x, y, z) : x, y, z ∈
R+}. Foreshortening and radial fall-off effects are modeled by the first factor of the
integrand, with nx and nw denoting scene and wall surface normals, respectively,
and ](·, ·) denoting the angle between its vector arguments. The second factor is
the visibility function V (x,pw;po) that equals 1 when the path from x to pw is
unoccluded and equals 0 otherwise. The component of visible wall irradiance due
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only to ambient illumination from the visible scene is denoted by b(pw).
Let y ∈ RM+ denote the (vectorized) camera measurements for any particular
(RGB) color channel. Then discretizing (4.1) yields an affine system that relates
the hidden scene radiosity f(x) to measured photograph y. In particular, if the
hidden scene is partitioned into N pixels in the transverse directions (parallel to the




A(di)fi + b, (4.2)
where fi ∈ RN+ is the N -pixel discretization of the radiosity of the hidden scene plane
at depth y = di, and A(di) describes light propagation from the hidden scene pixels
at depth y = di to the visible wall.
4.2 Computational FOV
The presence of an occluding object in the scene vastly improves the conditioning
of each A(di) by introducing measurable differences between its columns. Without
this object present, A is far too ill-conditioned to perform a recovery of the hidden
scene. As discussed in detail in Section 2.2, the presence of an occluder implicitly
creates a CFOV in the hidden area, which is the area that is well conditioned enough
for recovery [83, 70]. In the previous chapters, heavy downsampling of the camera
measurements was employed to reduce the problem size and improve the SNR. In
the multi-depth case, less downsampling is used as the recovery of images at multiple
depths requires higher spatial resolution in the measurements in order to capture more
subtle changes in the penumbrae cast by the occluding object. In other words, higher
spatial resolution in the camera measurements helps to achieve acceptable resolution
in depth in the CFOV.
In Section 2.3.2 we present a method to visualize the CFOV using the CRB.
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Figure 4·2: CFOV volume visualized on multiple planes using
the CRB. High CRB areas are transparent to better show the CFOV
shape.
Previously, we were concerned with only the intersection of a plane with the CFOV,
but now we are aiming to recover images at different depths. As such, we wish to
visualize the CFOV as a volume. In Fig. 4·2 we do so by calculating the CFOV where
it is intersected by planes at multiple depths.
We see that, close to the occluder, fully shadowed areas form. As we progress
further away, the CFOV becomes wider and there are no longer any shadowed regions.
The CFOV for the square occluder simply expands with depth as expected, and the
shape of the CFOV for the 3D chair occluder changes with depth.
4.3 Inversion Methods
As we noted in Chapter 2, unmodelled, multi-bounce and background light present in
the measurements, b, originates from outside of the CFOV and is hence unoccluded1.
This implies that b varies slowly spatially in the camera measurements, i.e., bi+1 ≈ bi.
We can approximately cancel the unmodelled background light contributions by
differencing neighbouring measurements. Defining D to be the matrix which takes
differences between vertical neighbouring pixels in the measurement, we obtain Dy =
1This work uses essentially the same reconstruction method as in Chapter 2. It preceded the
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λi ‖fi‖TV , (4.4)
where ‖·‖TV denotes the TV semi-norm and λi’s are the TV-regularization parame-
ters. Here, we consider the case where the hidden scene is restricted to two planes
(I = 2) at distances d1 and d2. The problem (4.4) is non-linear and non-convex.
However, certain physics of the problem inspired our two-step approach: First, the
depths (d1, d2) are estimated and then we proceed to recover estimates of the images
(f1, f2) on each plane.
4.4 Depth Recovery
As the number of measurements is large relative to the discretization resolution of the
hidden scene, the measurements reside close to low-dimensional affine subspace that is
dependent on the depths of the hidden-scene planes. Hence, estimates for the (d1, d2)
can be computed as the pair (d̂1, d̂2) that maximize the energy of the projection of
differenced measurements ỹ along the range space of H(d1, d2)
def
= D[A(d1)A(d2)], in
a similar way to the estimation of the occluder position in Chapter 2. That is,








where PX = X(XTX)−1XT is the projection operator, and H(d1, d2)
def
=
D[A(d1)A(d2)] is a concatenation of the transport matrices for each depth. We
propose two algorithms to solve (4.5).
Algorithm 1. We propose a two-step solution for (4.5) that first estimates d1,
and subsequently estimates d2 while accounting for the effect of d1. Specifically,










Since (4.6) and (4.7) are scalar optimization problems, we resort to using a grid search.





, and denote the cost





) by γ. Then the number of cost
function evaluations required to solve (4.6) and (4.7), are J and J − 1, respectively,
as we assume d2 6= d̂1.
Algorithm 2. An alternative approach is to solve for (d1, d2) by picking the





that produce the two largest values for ‖PÃ(d)ỹ‖22. In
contrast to Algorithm 1, this requires only J evaluations of the cost function. This
works based upon the assumption that the spans of any two differenced light transport
matrices at two different depths are ‘dissimilar enough’. One measure for similarity





, where θi are the principal angles between the subspaces spanned byA and








We remark that the alternative of solving (4.5) for (d1, d2) jointly by performing a
2D grid search, performs similarly to Algorithm 1; hence, it is omitted here.
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Figure 4·3: Grassmann distance. Comparing the distance
d(Ã(d1), Ã(d2)) between the range spaces of Ã(d1) and Ã(d2) for in-
creasing plane separation and camera measurement resolutions.
4.5 Image Reconstruction
Once d̂1 and d̂2 have been acquired, the images are recovered by solving the following









The optimization (4.8) is solved separately for each colour channel to recover the
RGB components for the hidden scene.
4.5.1 Results
Depth Estimation
Numerical simulations were performed to test the two algorithms’ robustness to noise
and background light. The three color channels are averaged prior to computing a
depth estimate. At image formation, (4.8) is solved for each color channel.
Fig. 4·5 shows the mean absolute error results of the depth recovery algorithm
run on 1 250 simulated trials, using the proposed algorithms. Two depths are drawn
from a uniform distribution in the interval of ± 0.125 m centered at a distance of
1.03 m from the visible wall. A measurement is generated using (4.1) with two
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Figure 4·4: Image reconstruction results. (a) Simulated recon-
struction at 40 dB SNR and 4 SBR. (b) Experimental result.
Figure 4·5: Mean absolute error (MAE) of depth estimation.
(a) MAE against SNR. (b) MAE against plane separation, at 40 dB
SNR. (c) MAE against SBR. (d) MAE against plane separation, at
40 dB SNR and 0.5 SBR.
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scenes, f1 and f2, containing uniform, random noise ∈ [0, 1]. In Fig. 4·5(a,b) Gaussian
noise is then added to the measurement achieve the desired SNR. In Fig. 4·5(c,d),
randomly positioned point lights, 2.5 m from the imaging wall, are simulated and
their contribution is added to the signal measurement with the appropriate SBR.
These simulations use an SNR of 40 dB. The recovery is performed using J = 25
linearly spaced samples over the same distance interval, giving a spacing of 1.04
cm. Note that the Gaussian noise is added to the downsampled measurements; in
reality, this downsampling would reduce the noise level. We notice that the need
for less computation in Algorithm 2 does not come free, as it performs worse than
Algorithm 1. Furthermore, the results from Algorithm 2 at higher SNR levels are
biased towards selecting two similar depths. Often the values surrounding the largest
peak in the cost function, signifying a plane at one depth, may contain the two largest
values overall, in which case the algorithm will pick two neighbouring depths. This
could perhaps be mitigated with a more sophisticated peak-finding algorithm. We see
the same effect present in the SBR results. It was previously seen that the differencing
of neighboring pixels provides some robustness to background light when recovering
images [83]. We now also note that the differencing step in the algorithm provides
robustness to ambient background light during depth estimation.
Recovering more than two depths Although we only recover two depths ex-
perimentally, we can explore the potential for recovering a greater number. Fig. 4·6
shows the cost function, (4.6), evaluated on a measurement comprising contributions
from 1-5 planes at decreasing depths. At each depth, a low-passed Gaussian image
exists on a plane. As more, nearer planes are added, it becomes harder to detect the
further away planes as their contribution to the measurement is smaller than those
nearer planes. They do generate peaks in the cost function that could be perhaps
be recovered using a more sophisticated peak finding approach. We also notice that
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Figure 4·6: Cost function evaluated for an increasing number
of planes at decreasing depths in the hidden area. The numbers
indicate the order in which the planes were included.
as the number of planes present in the scene increases, the cost function ‘flattens’,
essentially making accurate estimation of each more difficult. Algorithm 1 would
struggle to detect more than two of the planes in this case. Algorithm 2 is more
likely to successfully recover more of the planes, as once the nearer ones have been
estimated it is easier for further away planes to fit the residual – however, Algorithm 2
becomes difficult to practically employ with a high number of planes due to the size
of the concatenated transport matrix. Instead, one could use a slightly different but
perhaps less accurate algorithm where each subsequent depth estimation is made by
evaluating 4.6 on the residual measurement.
Image Reconstruction
Following depth estimation, the two images in the hidden seen are reconstructed.
Fig. 4·4(A) shows a simulated reconstruction result with SNR = 40 dB and SBR =
4. Fig. 4·4(B) shows an experimental result using the same geometry as depicted in
Fig. 4·1. In this experiment, two monitors displaying different scenes were placed at
d1 = 1.19 m and d2 = 1.044 m from the visible wall, and a photograph was taken
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with an integration time of 120 seconds. Despite some error in the depth estimation,
we form reasonable images of the two planes in the hidden scene, with only some
‘bleeding’ between them.
4.6 Conclusion
The techniques proposed in this section build upon our knowledge of computational
periscopy developed in Chapter 2. We extend the 2D recoveries on a single plane
to allow for reconstructions on multiple planes with depths unknown a priori. The
depths of the hidden scene planes are recovered using a similar algorithm to the
occluder localization algorithm of Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.1), and the following image
recovery algorithm is essentially the same, with the discretization extended to span
the multiple planes.
The results in this chapter are perhaps surprising as we are able to recover both
depth and transverse information in the the hidden area from just a single photograph
of a blank relay wall. We analyse the subspaces spanned by the measurements from
planes at various depths, which provides an explanation for why these surprising
estimations are possible, and gives rise to some notions of depth resolution that were
previously unknown. We hope this may lay the groundwork for more sophisticated,
3D reconstructions of surfaces in the hidden area in the future.
The experiments and simulations have the limitation of only considering scenes
where there is no mutual occlusion between objects in the hidden area. Mutual oc-
clusion would result in significant model mismatch and likely degrade the reconstruc-
tions. However, this mutual occlusion presents an enticing but complex opportunity




Although both impressive and promising, existing NLOS imaging methods face chal-
lenges in practical deployment. To make high quality reconstructions, active methods
that can capture macroscopic scenes require the scanning area to be larger than the
orthographic projection of the hidden scene [3], so a (3 m)3 hidden volume would
require at least a (3 m)2 aperture. The reconstruction FOV is therefore reliant on a
suitably large, Lambertian surface existing near the hidden scene. Few active NLOS
methods exist that do not require large scanning apertures, but these either utilize
motion of a hidden object [38, 68] or make the strong assumption that the hidden
space is an empty polyhedron [75]. Furthermore, to achieve acceptable transverse
resolution, a large number of scanned illumination points is required, which limits
the acquisition speed.
Passive methods face some different challenges. Computational periscopy (Chap-
ters 2, 3, 4) can require a fairly large relay surface for the camera to observe (depending
on occluder position), and requires a suitable occluder to exist. The corner camera
uses only the visible source of occlusion to resolve details about the hidden space (the
wall edge) without requiring a separate relay wall [16, 89, 88], but is limited to recov-
ering either 1D reconstructions or 2D reconstructions of small scale table-top scenes.
Furthermore, passive methods are beholden to the whims of the ambient lighting –
the hidden scene must be well-lit, but without the light in the visible scene washing
out too much of the measured penumbrae.
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In this work, much of which has appeared in [79]1, we propose an active NLOS
imaging approach that moves toward more practical sensing scenarios by combining
the small aperture and opportunistic use of ubiquitous visible occluders from passive
corner cameras with the precise distance measurement ability of time-resolved active
systems. This gives rise to a novel acquisition configuration which is able to recover
the structure of large scale scenes with 180° FOV. We call our method edge-resolved
transient imaging (ERTI) because we take advantage of occlusions from vertical edges,
in addition to using single-photon-sensitive, time-resolved acquisition. Our method
introduces a dual configuration to existing corner cameras by scanning a light source
along a small semi-circle on the ground plane around a vertical edge, thereby control-
ling which portion of the hidden space is illuminated via occlusion, and detecting the
returning light from a single spot. Combining pulsed illumination and time-resolved,
single-photon sensing yields measurements of the transient response of the illuminated
scene. Because of the novel acquisition geometry, differences between histograms of
photon detection times from adjacent illumination spots contain, on average, counts
attributed only to photons returning from a small wedge within the hidden area,
providing excellent azimuthal resolution. Time-resolved sensing then provides radial
resolution. Light propagation modelling leads to closed-form expressions for the tem-
poral response functions of planar facets extending from the ground plane for a given
distance, height, orientation, and albedo. Bayesian inference employing a tailored
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling approach reconstructs planar facets
for each wedge and accounts for prior beliefs about the structure of likely scenes.
The small number of measurement positions on a small scanning aperture has
the potential to enable fast acquisition in more general environments. While not
recovering a full 3D image due to reduced resolution in the vertical dimension, ERTI
1This project was highly collaborative. Experimental work was performed by Joshua Rapp. The
reconstruction algorithm was developed by Júlian Tachella.
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does reconstruct object positioning in the hidden space that would be useful for
collision avoidance.
5.1 Acquisition
Vertical edges, such as those in doorways or at the boundaries of buildings, are ubiqui-
tous and have proven useful for passive NLOS imaging [16, 89, 88]. In corner cameras,
a conventional camera images the ground plane where it intersects with the vertical
edge of a wall separating visible and hidden scenes. Whereas light from any visi-
ble part of the scene can reach the camera’s FOV, Bouman et al. [16] showed that
the vertical edge occludes light from the hidden scene from reaching certain pixels,
depending on their angle relative to the vertical edge.
This work introduces two changes to how vertical edges enable NLOS imaging.
First, rather than using global illumination and spatially-resolved detection, we pro-
pose a method in which the illumination is scanned along a semi-circle centered at
the edge, and a single-pixel detector aimed at a small spot beyond the edge collects
light returning from both the visible and hidden scenes. Second, we use a pulsed laser
and single-photon-sensitive, time-resolved detection instead of a conventional camera
to provide radial resolution.
The ERTI acquisition methodology is illustrated in Fig. 5·1. A 532-nm laser at
120 mW average optical power sequentially illuminates a number (e.g4̇5) of spots
evenly spaced in angle θ from 0 to π radians along a semicircle of radius 1.5 cm
centred around the edge of the wall. The laser light illuminates an increasing fraction
of the hidden scene as the illumination spot moves along the arc toward the hidden
area. Each spot i is repeatedly illuminated with picosecond-duration pulses at 20-
MHz repetition rate for a preset dwell time. Light from each pulse bounces off the
Lambertian ground plane and scatters in all directions, reflecting from surfaces in
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Figure 5·1: Imaging scenario. (a) Spots on a semi-circle on the
floor, centred on the occluding wall edge, are illuminated by a pulsed
laser. (b) A histogram of photon arrival times is collected for each
laser illumination spot. (c) The difference between two sequential his-
tograms provides a ‘difference histogram’ containing, on average, pho-
ton arrivals from a small wedge in the scene.
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both the visible (i.e., observer’s side) scene and hidden portions of the scene which
are unoccluded by the edge from the current illumination position. A single-photon
avalanche diode (SPAD) detector is focused at a small spot roughly 20 cm beyond
the vertical edge, enabling collection of light returning from the entire hidden scene
for each illumination spot. After each pulse, a time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) module connected to the SPAD records photon detection times with 16-ps
resolution (corresponding to ∼5 mm travel distance), forming a histogram mi of those
photons reflected back to the SPAD. To prevent the direct reflection from the wall
and floor overwhelming the much weaker light from the hidden scene, temporal gating
is implemented to turn on 3 ns after the direct reflection from the ground reaches the
SPAD.
The detected light intensity for spot i includes contributions hi from the hidden
scene, vi from the visible scene, and b from the background (a combination of ambient
light and dark counts). The background is assumed to have constant intensity over
the duration of the acquisition, and because the illumination arc radius is small,
the visible scene contribution is approximately constant over all spots, i.e., vi ≈ vj
for all i, j. However, illuminating sequentially along an arc will change the parts of
the hidden scene that are illuminated. More precisely, a larger area of the hidden
scene is illuminated as i increases, so hi+1 = hi + ui, where ui is the component of
the histogram contributed by the portion of the scene illuminated from spot i + 1
but not from spot i, and u0 = 0 because only the visible scene is illuminated from
the first laser spot. The key idea behind ERTI is that this new contribution can
be isolated – thereby regaining NLOS directionality – by considering the difference
between successive histograms, that is,
yi = mi+1 −mi ≈
(














Due to the hemispherical reflection of light from a Lambertian ground plane and the
occlusion effect of the vertical edge, the histogram differences {yi}i=1,...,44 correspond
to distinct wedges fanned out from the vertical edge. We note that each photon detec-
tion time histogram mi has Poisson-distributed entries, so each histogram difference







where µi = ui, σ2i = ui + 2
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The Skellam probablity mass function is







σ4 − µ2), (5.3)
and Ix the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
The entries of yi are conditionally independent given the scene configuration.
After differencing, the mean depends only on the configuration of the relatecd wedge.
It is not dependent upon the visible scene contributions, background contributions,
or contributions from previous wedges in the hidden scene. However, the variance is
increased by each of these, and so the further around the corner one is looking, the
more difficult the estimation becomes (as
∑i−1
j=0 uj increases with j).
5.2 Light Transport
With access to a large relay wall, most active NLOS methods can recover 3D informa-
tion from two scan dimensions plus time. Passive reconstructions are more limited,
and the vertical edge provides corner cameras with only one dimension of angular
resolution [16, 89]; coarse range estimates may be recovered from subtle changes in
radial falloff patterns for small-scale scenes [88] or from a stereo pair of corner cam-
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eras [16]. ERTI similarly acquires azimuthal resolution from the vertical edge, and
the temporal resolution adds a second dimension of depth in the hidden scene. There
is no similar mechanism for distinguishing elevation angle: within the wedge formed
by measurements at angles θi and θi+1, a point reflector near the ground or floating
in air at the same radial distance from the corner would have an identical transient
response, neglecting variations due to the view angle relative to the ground.
To solve this identifiability issue, we make two key assumptions about the hidden
scenes we expect to encounter. First, we assume that the surfaces of objects in
the hidden scene that are visible from the base of the vertical edge are vertical and
extend upward from the ground plane. This approximation fits a large class of objects
in both indoor and outdoor scenes, including walls, doors, humans, buildings, etc.,
although is unable to described cantilevered objects such as chandeliers. These ground
objects are the most important obstacles to identify for robotics or other autonomous
navigation, especially for collision avoidance. Second, the front surface of an object
is approximated as a planar facet that spans the full width of the wedge. While this
neglects the curvature of objects such as cylindrical columns, their general shape can
be recovered with sufficient azimuthal resolution. For indoor scenes, we also model
the optional presence of a ceiling as a single additional surface, assumed parallel to
the ground. Despite being a major exception to our vertical-facet model, inclusion of
the ceiling component is necessary as it often reflects a significant amount of light.
Together, these assumptions lead to a middle-ground 2.5D representation of the
scene as a collection of planar facets, augmenting a 2D plan view (the positions and
orientations of surfaces in the hidden space) with the height of each surface. Within a
wedge, a planar facet requires only four parameters. The time of flight to the surface
naturally yields the radial distance, denoted ρ. Relying on the so-called gravity
prior, the shape of the transient then contains information about the facet height η
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Figure 5·2: Representation of a real room with the planar
facet model.
and orientation angle φ, with the amplitude also determined by the surface albedo
α. While such a model is rich enough to describe many outdoor scenes, the model
also allows for indoor scenes, which usually have a ceiling, described as a horizontal
planar facet parallel to the floor and with height ηc, maximum length ρc, and albedo
αc. Fig. 5·2 shows how a real room is be represented by our model.
We now describe in detail how those parameters are mapped to the continuous-
time light intensity measured with an idealized pulsed illumination and time-resolved
sensing system. Also presented are the mappings for the discrete-time measurement
systems used in practice, which integrate the light intensity over bins of duration ∆t.
We first exploit the inherent symmetry of diffuse light propagation to derive the
full response for the intensity from a single wedge based on the response for one
half of a fronto-parallel facet (φ = 0). Next, we show how the response for a facet
with arbitrary orientation is derived by modifying the distance parameter and lin-
early combining the responses for two half-facets with different widths based on the
orientation angle. If multiple facets are present within a single wedge, closer facets
will cause lower parts of the more distant facets to be occluded. We then derive the
transient response from the occluded portion of the facet to be subtracted, as well as
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an approximation to the response from the ceiling. Finally, we show how the facet
and ceiling components are combined into the full wedge response.
5.2.1 Derivation of the Transient Response from a Facet
To reconstruct a hidden room from the transient measurements, we must be able to
evaluate the forward model; that is calculating the mean of a difference measurement
we would acquire given a certain configuration of facets exist within a wedge. To our
knowledge, only one previous paper tried to likewise reconstruct a scene represented
by a collection of planes [75]. It was claimed in that paper that the transient response
from a plane could not be computed in closed form and they thus resorted to form-
ing a dictionary of responses from slow Monte Carlo simulation with various sets of
parameters. The shape of an empty room was then recovered by fitting the measured
response with a sparse set of dictionary elements. Instead, we derive here an approxi-
mate closed form solution to the light transport, by piecing together smaller building
blocks.
Basic Transient Response Derivation for a Fronto-parallel Half-Facet
Let ` be the position of a laser illumination, c be a point in the SPAD FOV, and p be
a point on a hidden surface S. Following previous models for NLOS imaging [45, 97],
the transient light transport due to illumination of ` at time t0, which has factors due
to the round-trip time of flight, the radial falloff to and from the facet, and cosine









δ(t0 + (‖p− `‖+ ‖p− c‖)/c− t′) dp dt′,
(5.4)
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where α(p) is the albedo at point p, c is the speed of light, the Lambertian BRDF
factor is
G(p, `, c) = cos (](p− `,n`)) cos (](`− p,np)) cos (](c− p,np)) cos (](p− c,nc))
(5.5)
n`, np, and nc are the normal vectors of `, p, and c, respectively, and ](·, ·) denotes
the angle between its vector arguments.
We assume the illumination arc radius r`, SPAD FOV radius ro, and the sep-
aration between illumination and SPAD FOV spots rs are small enough such that
` ≈ c ≈ 0 (see Fig. 5·3). Then the acquisition configuration approximately corre-
sponds to confocal illumination and detection [73] from a single point at the base
of the vertical edge, which we define as the origin of our coordinate system. The
confocal configuration corresponds to a spherical geometry, such that objects for a
given time of flight lie on the same sphere, rather than a more general ellipsoid. We
assume that the distance to the corner point is known, so we consider reflection off









δ(2‖p‖/c− t′) dp dt′. (5.6)
We consider the light intensity contribution from a single wedge. Our scene rep-
resentation describes the world as being composed of Lambertian planar facets with
a gravity prior ensuring all planar facets begin at the ground plane. Without loss of
generality, we orient our coordinate system for a wedge so that the facet is centered
in the x direction on the y-axis. Our initial modeling is based on a fronto-parallel
facet with unit normal vector np = [0,−1, 0]. The unit normal vector of the ground
is defined as ng = [0, 0, 1]. In general, point p on the facet has coordinates [x, y, z].
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Figure 5·3: Top-down view of the imaging scenario. A laser spot
is scanned around a vertical edge along an arc of radius r` at angles
θ ∈ [0, π]. The SPAD detector is focused at at spot with radius ro a
distance rs from the edge. Time-resolved measurements for each laser
position combine light reflected from both visible and hidden sides of
the occluding edge. Differences between measurements at each laser
position isolate time-of-flight information about individual wedges of
the hidden scene.
Thus, we can simplify
G(p,0,0) = cos (](p,ng)) cos (](−p,np)) cos (](−p,np)) cos (](p,ng))
=
(p · ng)(−p · np)(−p · np)(p · ng)
‖p‖4
= y2z2/‖p‖4, (5.7)
where the dot (·) notation is used here to indicate an inner product.
The geometry for the fronto-parallel facet is shown in Fig. 5·4(a). We define the
perpendicular distance to the facet as d, so that the closest point to the origin is
[0, d, 0], in the center of the bottom facet edge. We define η as the height and α
as the uniform albedo of the facet that does not change with position. We consider
the transient response of the half-facet in the positive-x half-plane, which has an
angular span β. The facet is assumed to span the width of the wedge regardless of
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the distance, so the half-facet width is w = d tan β. For the wedge between θi+1 and
θi, define the wedge angle as ∆θ = θi+1 − θi, so for the fronto-parallel facet we have
β = ∆θ/2. Finally, define h(t; d, η, α, β) to be the transient response of the half-facet
in the positive-x half-plane. Due to the horizontal symmetry of the facet, we can
easily compute the full response of a fronto-parallel facet as
L(t) = 2h(t; d, η, α, β). (5.8)
More importantly, the half-facet response will also be useful for computing responses
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dz dy dx dt′, (5.9)
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by introducing the integration limits from the half-facet dimensions (see Fig. 5·4(b)).
The spherical propagation of the illumination from the origin intersects a fronto-
parallel planar facet along a circle, hence it is convenient to change from Cartesian
to cylindrical coordinates (r, ξ, y), where r2 = x2 + z2, z = r sin ξ, x = r cos ξ, and
dz dx = r dr dξ. The challenge is in defining the regions of integration. The set of
valid radius values is R = {r : 0 ≤ r ≤ max{w, η}}. For a given radial coordinate
r, the angles integrated are Ξ =
{




Figure 5·4: The basic transient response within a wedge is computed
for one-half of a fronto-parallel planar facet. (a) The fronto-parallel
facet is shown at distance d and with height η and albedo α. The
half-facet is outlined in bold. (b) A close-up of the half-facet shows
the width w computed from the distance d and wedge angle ∆θ. At
time t, the illumination intersects the plane along a circle with radius
r(t), and the circle expands to radius r(t + ∆t) at time t + ∆t. We
approximate the angular range [ξmin, ξmax] based on the averaged circle
radius rmid = [r(t)+r(t+∆t)]/2, which causes the integration in (5.15)
to become separable and have a closed-form solution.
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giving the transient light transport as
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dr, (5.13)
where H(t) is the Heaviside step function.
Practical systems cannot measure the instantaneous transient response. TCSPC
systems, for instance, accumulate photon detections within small time intervals (e.g.,
bins of a histogram). Let ht(d, η, α, β,∆t) be the integral of the transient response
over a bin of duration ∆t, i.e.,
ht(d, η, α, β,∆t) =
∫ t+∆t
t




















We can then use the time dependence of the radius r(t) =
√
(ct/2)2 − d2. Although
the limits of the inner-most integral unfortunately depend on r, the dependence is
mild if the time duration ∆t is small. Thus we fix an approximate angular range
to be from ξmin = cos−1(min{1, w/rmid}) to ξmax = sin−1(min{1, η/rmid}), where
rmid = [r(t) + r(t+ ∆t)]/2, as shown in Fig. 5·4(b). Thus,
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and the second integral evaluates to∫ ξmax
ξmin
sin2 ξ dξ =
1
2
[ξmax − ξmin + sin(ξmin) cos(ξmin)− sin(ξmax) cos(ξmax)]. (5.17)
Thus, for each time bin [t, t+ ∆t], we can arrive at a closed form solution that we can
compute easily:
ht(d, η,α, β,∆t) ≈
αd2
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The basic response from a front-parallel facet can be used to determine the re-
sponse from facets of different angles, and also the response from facets occluded by
others. Details on how this is achieved, as well as the derivation for ceiling response
function, are included in Appendix 5.A.
5.3 Reconstruction Algorithm
The reconstruction algorithm aims to fit the planar facet model to the observed
histogram differences, as illustrated in Fig. 5·5. One major difficulty of NLOS imag-
ing is that the number of surfaces per resolved wedge is unknown a priori and can
vary across the hidden scene. Some wedges have only ceiling and wall contributions,
whereas other wedges contain additional objects, such as the mannequins in our ex-
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Figure 5·5: Reconstruction of a hidden wedge. (a) A photograph
of an example hidden scene, highlighting the wedge to be reconstructed.
(b) The proposed algorithm fits the planar facet model (orange) to the
acquired histogram difference (blue), identifying contributions from the
mannequin, wall, and ceiling. The time to each surface yields the po-
sition of the facets, the response shape provides information about the
height and orientation, and the amplitude of the response is propor-
tional to the surface albedo. (c) This information is used to form a
2.5D reconstruction of the hidden wedge.
periments. We simultaneously process all histogram differences to capture spatial
dependencies between facet configurations across wedges of the hidden scene.
The performance of our reconstruction method relies on a carefully tailored scene
model, which must be both flexible and informative while remaining computationally
tractable. In natural hidden scenes, we observe that facets tend to be spatially clus-
tered, with clusters representing different objects in the room. We also observe that
the positions of facets belonging to the same object tend to describe a 1D manifold.
For example, the walls of the room can be described by a concatenation of facets
forming the perimeter of the hidden scene. Moreover, the parameters of neighbouring
facets belonging to the same object are strongly correlated. For example, wall facets
tend to share similar heights, albedos and orientations.
These assumptions about scene structure are incorporated into the model via a
Bayesian framework by assigning a prior distribution p(Φ,χ) to the set of facets Φ
(distance, height, albedo, and orientation angle) and ceiling parameters χ (height and
albedo). Interpreting the positions of the planar facets as points in 2D space (top view
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of the hidden room), we define a prior model that favors structured configurations
(clusters of 1D manifolds). This model is inspired by recent 3D reconstruction algo-
rithms for LOS single-photon lidar that represent surfaces as 2D manifolds [96, 95].
Inference about the most likely room configuration (Φ,χ) is then carried out by max-
imizing the posterior distribution
p(Φ,χ | {yi}i) ∝ p({yi}i |Φ,χ)p(Φ,χ), (5.19)
where p({yi}i |Φ,χ) denotes the likelihood of observing the measurements given the
room parameters (Φ,χ), which is computed using the light transport model defined
in the previous section.
To solve this problem, we use a reversible-jump MCMC algorithm [41] that can
estimate both the number of facets and their respective parameters2. At each itera-
tion, the algorithm proposes a random, yet guided, modification to the configuration
of facets. Note that this approach only requires the local evaluation of the forward
model, i.e., for individual wedges, which takes advantage of the fast calculations de-
veloped in the previous section. In particular, we can efficiently take into account
non-linear contributions due to occlusions between facets of a given wedge. The al-
gorithm converges with an execution times of approximately 100 s, which is less than
the acquisition time of the system. For more detail on the reconstruction algorithm,
see [79].
5.4 Experiments
Our reconstruction approach is assessed using measurements of challenging indoor
scenes containing multiple objects with a variety of depths, heights, rotation angles,
and albedos. The hidden scenes consist of an existing room structure modified by
2The algorithm was developed by Júlian Tachella. Details can be found in Supplementary Ma-
terial of [79].
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movable foamcore walls, with several objects placed within the scene. Black foam-
board is used to create a vertical edge. Due to the specular nature of the existing
floor, foamcore coated with a flat, white spray paint is used to achieve a more Lam-
bertian illumination and detection relay surface, enabling even light distribution to
all angles of the hidden scene.
5.4.1 Experimental Setup
A 120-mW master oscillator fiber amplifier picosecond laser (PicoQuant VisUV-532)
at operating wavelength 532 nm is pulsed with repetition frequency fr = 20 MHz.
The illumination spot is redirected by a pair of galvo mirrors, which is controlled by
software through the analog outputs of a data acquisition interface (NI USB-6363).
Simultaneously with the illumination trigger, the laser sends a synchronization signal
to the TCSPC electronics (PicoQuant HydraHarp 400), which starts a timer. The
stop signal for the timer is a detection event registered by the SPAD detector (Micro
Photon Devices Fast-gated SPAD, photon detection efficiency ≈ 30% at 532 nm).
These detection events may be due to true photon detections such as back-reflected
signal or ambient light, or due to noise such as thermal dark counts or afterpulses.
See Fig. 5·6 for a photograph of the hardware setup3.
As seen in Fig. 5·7(a), the hardware is positioned approximately 2 m from the
occluder edge. The laser illuminates a set of n` spots {`i}n`i=1 along a semicircle of
radius r` on the floor plane, with the vertical edge at the center. The spots are linearly
spaced in angle with `1 at angle 0 completely occluded from the hidden scene, and
`n` at angle π where none of the hidden scene is occluded.
The SPAD has a 25-mm lens mounted at the focal distance from the detector
element, so that the SPAD FOV is a small, approximately-circular spot of radius ro
on the ground plane (see Fig. 5·7(a)(b)). The SPAD is mounted on an articulating
3The hardware setup and experimentation was performed by Joshua Rapp.
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platform and oriented so that the center of the FOV is approximately co-linear with
the intersection of the ground plane and the occluding wall, a distance rs ≈ 20 cm
from the corner. Mounted in front of the collection lens is a bandpass filter with
a transmission efficiency of > 90% at the operating wavelength and a full width at
half maximum bandwidth of 2 nm to reduce the amount of ambient light incident
on the detector. The timing offset of the laser/SPAD system is adjusted such that
round-trip time of flight to and from the corner spot is removed (i.e., the corner
point is at time zero). Finally, a gate delay is adjusted so that the first-bounce light
from the direct reflection is not recorded, to ensure that afterpulsing due to the strong
direct reflection is minimized. The SPAD gating is controlled by a delayer unit (MPD
Picosecond Delayer) to have a gate-on duration of 42 ns starting ≈ 3 ns after the peak
of the direct reflection.
The laser is directed by the galvos to illuminate each spot in sequence for a time
tdwell per spot. Detected photons are time-stamped by TCSPC module and streamed
to the computer. After the acquisition is completed, a histogram of detection times
is formed for time bins with bin centers {bi}nbi=1, where nb = btr/tbinc is the number
of bins, tbin is the bin resolution, and tr = 1/fr is the repetition period. In this way,
histograms can be formed for any histogram dwell time th, where th ∈ [0, tdwell].
5.4.2 Example Measured Data Set
Fig. 5·8 displays a subset of the directly measured photon detection time histograms
used to form the reconstruction in the first row of Fig. 5·10 (Mannequins, 20 secs).
Fig. 5·9 shows a subset of the differences between sequentially measured histograms,
corresponding to the light detected from individual wedges. Note that the histogram
differences are far noisier than the histograms themselves. Included in the title of
each subplot is the estimated signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR), which we define to be the
ratio of the mean counts in histogram difference i to the mean counts in histogram
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Figure 5·7: Additional acquisition details. (a) Scene visible from
the acquisition equipment. The nearby walls in the visible scene are
darkened to reduce the noise from the visible scene from limiting the
ability to reconstruct the hidden scene. (b) The SPAD is focused onto
a small spot approximately 20 cm beyond the vertical edge. In order to
determine the SPAD FOV, the laser is scanned over a large area, and the
number of returned photons is recorded for 10 ms at each position. A
large number of photons is recorded only when the laser is aimed within
the SPAD FOV. Photon counts from laser positions outside the focused
SPAD FOV are due to light that has undergone multiple reflections. A
SPAD with a wide FOV can be used simultaneously to capture a more
typical LOS image for reference. (c) An extended view of the hidden
scene. Note that the reconstruction method performs well despite the
ceiling lamp and the slight glossiness of the walls not being included in
the model.
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i, containing all the counts from background, the visible scene, and previous wedges
within the hidden scene. This value gives some indication of how much information
about wedge i is contained in histogram i+ 1.
5.4.3 Reconstruction Results
Fig. 5·10 shows multiple views of the results of our reconstruction method for three
example scenes.
Each dataset was acquired from 45 illumination positions, with acquisition times
of 20 s per illuminated spot for the mannequins, 30 s per illuminated spot for the
staircase, and 60 s per illuminated spot for the empty room. The approximate scene
layout is displayed for reference using measurements from a laser distance meter.
The objects within the room, the ceiling height, and most of the wall components
are recovered, with visual inspection confirming approximately correct positions and
orientations. The planar staircase object is useful as a height resolution test, with
the average facet height for the 30, 60, and 90 cm steps measured to be 41.1, 54.3,
and 92.1 cm, respectively, yielding roughly 10 cm accuracy. The most challenging
components to accurately recover are wall facets that are occluded, oblique-angled,
and/or far from the vertical edge.
In general, the histogram differences from real experimental data with reasonably
short acquisition times are extremely noisy (see Fig. 5·5), which makes accurate es-
timation challenging. Situations in which the visible scene response is large, or there
is significant ambient background light, result in high variance in the measurements.
Furthermore, the variance in the measurements due to the hidden scene itself in-
creases linearly as a function of the illumination angle θ, making the estimation more
difficult at higher angles. We analyze this effect in the following chapter. Despite
these effects, our reconstruction approach is quite robust to low signal strength and a
high number of background counts, as confirmed by additional simulations presented
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Figure 5·8: A subset of the measured data for the Mannequins
(20 secs) scene in the first row of Fig. 5·10. Position 1 shows only
the visible side contribution, whereas measurements from subsequent
laser positions add contributions from the hidden scene.
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Figure 5·9: A subset of the differences between sequentially
measured histograms for the Mannequins (20 secs) scene in
the first row of Fig. 5·10. Signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) refers to the
ratio of the mean counts in the histogram difference for wedge i to the
mean counts in the measurement histogram from position i.
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Figure 5·10: ERTI reconstructions of hidden scenes. (a) Pho-
tographs show hidden rooms constructed from existing walls and foam-
core panels. The rooms contain either two mannequins or a planar
staircase or are empty. (b) Diagrams show the approximate layout
of the hidden scene plus an observer at the position of the acquisition
equipment. (c) Left & (d) right views of the reconstructed scenes, with
the estimated ceiling height and known occluder edge shown partially
transparent for context. Representative results are shown for different
acquisition durations per illumination spot. Shorter acquisition times
are sufficient for correctly localizing the foreground objects with height
estimates within ≈10 cm, whereas longer times allow for more accurate
estimation of distant facet heights and orientations.
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Figure 5·11: Reconstructions from additional acquisitions reinforce
the performance of the acquisition and algorithmic approaches.
in Section 5.6.3.
Additional Experiments
The results shown in Fig. 5·11 depict additional scenes acquired with the same general
procedure described previously, but with some some variations in the imaging subject,
acquisition time per spot, and numbers of illumination spots. The top row shows
the recovery of a scene from 37 illumination spots and with a challenging target: a
mannequin wearing a red shirt that reflects very little of the green laser light. The
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middle row shows a large, empty room recovered from 73 illumination positions. The
bottom row recovers the correct angle, position, and height of a 1 m × 1 m square
planar target from 45 illumination spots.
5.5 Comparison to Conventional NLOS Imaging
Conventional active NLOS imaging methods that scan a relay wall can recover 3D
details of a hidden scene with surprising accuracy. However, these methods require
a large virtual aperture (the area scanned by the laser and/or detector) and a large
number of measurement points. As total acquisition time equals dwell time per spot
multiplied by the number of spots, such acquisitions are rather slow without the use of
extremely high powered lasers. The lateral resolution of these reconstructions depends
on the sampling density and inversely upon the virtual aperture size [73, 61, 62], which
is thus preferred to be as large as possible. The size of the recovered volume also
depends on the aperture size: the orthographic projection of the hidden scene must
be smaller than – and contained within – the scan area [3]. Conventional methods
are unable to form accurate recoveries of large volumes, especially if only a small
scan area is available or if the number of measurements is limited for the purpose of
acquisition speed.
Fig. 5·12 highlights how these limitations affect reconstruction quality, especially
in the ERTI imaging scenario (e.g., a full room). The top row shows reconstructions
from simulated confocal measurements of the planar, T-shaped object in Fig. 5·12(a).
Using the f–k migration algorithm [61], the reconstruction in Fig. 5·12(b) is fairly
accurate, since the scan aperture (1 m × 1 m, shown in the inset) and number of
measurement points (32 × 32) is sufficiently large, and the hidden object’s projection
falls within the scan area. Using a smaller number of measurements (7 × 7) reduces
the possible reconstruction resolution in Fig. 5·12(c), so the T shape is barely resolved.
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Recovering a 1 m × 1 m × 1 m volume from a smaller aperture size (3 cm × 3 cm)
requires first laterally padding the transient measurements with zeros. Although the
depth is correctly estimated in Fig. 5·12(d), the T shape is completely blurred in the
transverse direction, showing the difficulty of using an aperture size smaller than the
object projection.
These results highlight why conventional methods are not practical for imaging
large-scale scenes, especially without a large relay wall. The same 1 m × 1 m
scan aperture with 32 × 32 illumination spots that succeeds for the small object
in Fig. 5·12(b) is not sufficient when placed on the floor at the entrance of a room-
scale scene as shown in Fig. 5·12(e). Conventional methods can recover only the
ceiling directly opposite the scan aperture, but the walls and cylinder outside the
field of view are completely blurred in Fig. 5·12(f). Taking advantage of existing
vertical-edge occluders enables ERTI to avoid the limits of conventional methods in
reconstructing scenes far larger than the scan aperture. Despite a smaller aperture (1
cm radius semi-circle) and the same number of measurement points (49) as the failed
conventional reconstruction in Fig. 5·12(d), the ERTI reconstruction in Fig. 5·12(g)
accurately positions the ceiling, walls, and visible components of the cylinder, even
accounting for occlusions between objects.
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Figure 5·12: Conventional NLOS limitations. Simulations of
confocal measurements for a planar, T-shaped object (a) highlight the
resolution and field-of-view limitations of conventional NLOS meth-
ods. Laser illumination positions are shown as red dots throughout.
Reconstructions using the f–k migration algorithm [61] (b-d) show
degradation as the aperture sizes and numbers of measurement points
decrease. Hence, large-scale scenes (e) yield poor reconstructions (f)
even from an aperture size of (1 m)2. By taking advantage of exist-
ing vertical edges (g) ERTI is still able to accurately reconstruct large
scenes despite a small aperture and few measurements.
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5.6 Further Analysis
5.6.1 Simulated Results of Adversarial Scenes
We performed additional simulations to investigate how ERTI behaves when the hid-
den scene does not exactly match the assumption that it comprises planar objects
starting on the ground plane. The simulations shown here use a room of dimension
2.7 m × 2.9 m × 3.75 m, which is similar to the experimental test scenes. Measure-
ments were computed for 49 spots scanned along a semi-circle of radius 1 cm.
The results for the empty room in Fig. 5·13(a) show good alignment of the wall
positions and orientation, including sharp changes in orientation at the corners. We
note that inter-reflections within the scene were not simulated, and are likely the rea-
son that corners in the the experimental scenes are more rounded, along with corners
in positions that can not be perfectly reconstructed using the size and distributions
of wedges available. Fig. 5·13(b) demonstrates that ERTI can handle the occlusion of
the cylinder in front of the wall and also shows that the curvature of the cylinder is
approximately matched by the changing orientation of facets in different wedges. The
average height of the facets comprising the cylinder is within 0.04 m of the true height
of 1.25 m. Fig. 5·13(c) and 5·13(d) show the effects of having a floating object – a
planar T shape at 2.5 m – that does not match ERTI’s gravity prior. Instead of being
recovered as a floating object, we observe that instead, the T shape results in a few
spurious facets located around 2.5 m from the vertical edge in the back-left corner of
the room. However, these distortions of the true room shape are minor and limited to
only the few wedges that actually contain the T shape. Finally, Fig. 5·13(e) shows the
results of imaging an object – the vertical T shape – with cantilevered components.
Like with the floating T, the reconstruction algorithm places the floating arms of the
T at the correct radial distance within the wedge but enforces the requirement that
facets be connected to the floor.
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5.6.2 Effect of Acquisition Time
The experimental measurements were performed by saving the arrival time of individ-
ual photons, so the histogram acquisition times could be post-selected as desired. In
Fig. 5·14 we show results for the main results in the manuscript at acquisition times
of 10, 20, 30, and 60 seconds per illumination spot (the acquisitions in Fig. 5·10 used
45 illumination spots).
We observe that reasonably accurate reconstructions of the scene layout can be
formed with as few as 10 seconds per spot (thus taking 7.5 minutes for the whole
scene). However, longer acquisition times generally lead to better accuracy, particu-
larly in the facet height and orientation. For example, in the Mannequins scene, more
of the partially-occluded wall facets are recovered with 60 seconds per spot. Recon-
struction accuracy does not, however, continually improve with increase acquisition
time. After a certain point, mismatch between the transient forward model and the
experimental data becomes the dominant factor, so spurious facets are occasionally
identified.
5.6.3 Robustness to Unwanted Contributions
Both ambient background light and visible scene contributions increase estimation
difficulty. Although the mean contributions from both the background and visible
scene cancel out due to the differencing of histograms, they still contribute to the
variance of the measurements. Ambient background light contributions are assumed
to be constant in time and so provide a constant background level within the mea-
surement histograms. Visible scene light is time-varying and results in contributions
similar to those of the visible scene, but that are approximately constant within each
measurement histogram. This results in increased variance at different times within
the measurements, making facets in the hidden scene, at distances similar to surfaces
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in the visible scene, more difficult to estimate. Similarly, the contributions from the
ceiling, although modelled in our reconstruction, also contribute to the variance in a
similar way, making estimation of the facets within the scene more challenging.
Fig. 5·15(a) shows simulated results for varying SBRs. SBR here is defined as
ratio of the total sum of signal photons from the hidden scene, to the total sum
of background photons. A room with the same dimensions to that of the one in
the main experimental results was simulated to generate ground truth measurement
histograms. An appropriate, constant background level is added to each achieve
the desired SBR (given an average photon count of 125 per time bin – similar to
the experimental measurements). The reconstruction algorithm was run using this
measurement data (25 trials with new Poisson noise realizations), and the number of
facets with parameters correctly identified within tolerances is presented.
Fig. 5·15(b) shows similar results for varying signal strength. Signal strength here
is defined by the average number of signal photon counts per time bin, given a time
bin resolution of 16 ps and repetition rate of approximately 20 MHz. These were
simulated with an SBR of 100.
Fig. 5·16 shows the percentage of facet distances estimated correctly within a
tolerance of 0.15m, as a function of both SBR and signal strength. This can be
useful to identify regimes in which the the system can operate with success.
Fig. 5·17 shows simulated results for the mean squared error of ceiling height
estimation, using the same methods. We see that the mean squared error in general
is extremely low, suggesting we can get accurate ceiling height estimations at a wide
range of signal strengths and background strengths. This is due to the fact the ceiling
is a strong signal, present in every measurement histogram. Every histogram is used
in the ceiling height estimation at once, so given N illumination positions, we have
N observations of the ceiling we use to form the estimate.
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5.7 Conclusion
We have presented a method for imaging large-scale scenes outside the line of sight
by measuring the transient light transport from scene illumination constrained by a
visible occluder. Other time-resolved methods for NLOS imaging using a relay wall
require a large scan area with many illumination and/or detection points and are
unsuitable for recovering large scale scenes with large FOV. The edge-resolving prop-
erty of ERTI combined with the histogram differencing reduces the uncertainty from
two dimensions to one, requiring dramatically fewer distinct measurements (e.g., 45
illumination locations) and a smaller aperture (e.g., 1.5 cm semi-circle) than previous
methods, as well as simplifying reconstruction. Moreover, existing methods using the
floor as a relay surface depend on differences between multiple acquisitions to isolate
2D positions of moving objects from the clutter reflections from static surfaces [38],
whereas ERTI recovers the entire static scene.
The use of a planar facet-based representation results in a number of key ad-
vantages over other active NLOS methods, which typically describe the scene as a
volume of isotropically reflecting voxels. The larger surface area of a facet relative to
a voxel results in a stronger transient, which makes matching facet parameters easier.
ERTI can thus image large-scale scenes despite the strong attenuation due to radial
falloff and without engineering the BRDF of the scene, e.g., using retro-reflectors to
return more light. A surface-based representation is also more memory-efficient than
voxelization, which scales cubically with the scene dimension. Finally, our scene rep-
resentation makes it possible to easily incorporate nonlinear transport effects into the
model, since it is straightforward to calculate the projection of a near facet onto a
more distant one to determine the contribution from the facet that would be masked
by occlusion. Volumetric methods seldom treat occlusions within the scene due to this
nonlinearity, and existing solvers are extremely slow, requiring several hours despite
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substantial computational resources [46].
We show that the transient response from a planar facet can be analytically de-
rived from first principles, with approximations that are minor due to the fine time
resolution of TCSPC systems. The parametric model allows the use of continuous-
valued parameters, avoiding the construction of a large dictionary to cover many
possible combinations of parameter values. Moreover, the closed-form expression is
fast to compute, allowing repeated evaluation by our reconstruction algorithm.
While we successfully demonstrate the ERTI acquisition and processing frame-
work here, numerous aspects could be improved through updated experimental and
modelling approaches. For instance, because the current system uses a small number
of illumination positions, the resulting resolution is coarse. Moreover, the scene mod-
elling constraining objects to extend upward from the ground plane and have constant
albedo – although reasonable for a large class of objects, including in outdoor scenes –
yields a rough reconstruction, particularly in the vertical dimension, and can lead to
errors in reconstructing floating or cantilevered objects.
Like most active NLOS methods, ERTI uses a single laser wavelength, thereby
not capturing spectral information about the hidden scene. For advanced computer
vision techniques that could also benefit from color cues, ERTI could be modified to
include multiple laser wavelengths [28] or a super-continuum laser [71] and multiple
detectors with different spectral filters. Alternatively, because they take advantage of
the occlusion effect from identical geometry, ERTI data could be fused with passive
corner camera measurements from RGB sensors [16, 89, 88] to recover color of the
surfaces.
The acquisition and reconstruction times are not currently fast enough for real-
time use. Existing active acquisition systems with higher optical power at the same
wavelength [61, 62] could be used to make measurements approximately 10 times
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faster. Other works have even shown promising results with linear-mode avalanche
photodiodes and lasers at longer wavelengths with greater eye-safety [19]. Further
algorithm development, especially in faster programming languages or with dedicated
processing hardware, would likewise make the presented approach more practical.
Although we assume sequential illumination of evenly-spaced angles and a con-
stant integration time for each spot, an alternative implementation could use a multi-
resolution approach that first coarsely captures the hidden scene structure and then
more finely samples areas that appear to have interesting content.
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Figure 5·13: Reconstructions for various simulated scenes
show how ERTI handles curved surfaces, floating objects, and
cantilevered shapes. Simulated scenes include (a) an empty room,
(b) the same room with a cylinder (shown in green), (c) the room
with a floating T shape (in pink), (d) both the cylinder and floating
T shape, and (e) the room with a vertical T shape with cantilevered
arms. The ERTI reconstructions recover only accurately the contents
of each wedge connected to the floor.
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Figure 5·14: Effects of varying acquisition time on ERTI re-
construction performance. Acquisition times shown are the mea-
surement duration per illumination spot. Each of the acquisitions above
used 45 illumination spots.
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Figure 5·15: Simulated robustness results. (a) Parameter esti-
mation success at varying signal-to-background ratios. (b) Parameter
estimation success with varying signal strength.
Figure 5·16: The number of facet distances estimated correctly within
a tolerance of 0.15m, as a function of SBR and signal strength.
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Figure 5·17: Mean squared error for ceiling height estimation at vary-





A facet is fronto-parallel when it is perpendicular to the line defining the center of a
wedge. In (5.8), we determined the response of a fronto-parallel facet by adding the
identical responses of two fronto-parallel half-facets. For a facet that is not fronto-
parallel, we can easily determine the response by taking advantage of the same cal-
culations for fronto-parallel half-facets, but combining them differently. Observe that
a facet that is not fronto-parallel within a wedge can still be seen as a sum or dif-
ference of fronto-parallel facets by rotating the coordinate system to align with the
position of the point at the base of an extension of the planar facet where the normal
vector points toward the origin. If that point is within the wedge, we have a sum
(e.g., addition of half-facets of width w1 and w2 in Figure 5·18(a)); if that point is
outside the wedge, we have a difference (e.g., half-facet of width w2 subtracted from
a half-facet of width w1 in Fig. 5·18(b)). The closest point on the facet is no longer
simply given as the distance to the facet along the y-axis. Instead, we define ρ to
be the shortest distance from the origin to the facet. The particular nearest point
depends on the magnitude |φ| relative to the wedge angular extent. Specifically, if
|φ|< ∆θ/2 (see Fig. 5·18(a)), the closest point to the origin is along the base of the
facet, whereas if |φ|≥ ∆θ/2, the closest point to the origin is at one of the bottom
corners of the facet (see Fig. 5·18(b)). This definition was chosen so that the transient
response for facets with the same value of ρ but different orientation angles φ would
still start at the same time, which helps with the convergence of the reconstruction
algorithm. The full response for a general facet linearly combines the responses for
two fronto-parallel facets with different widths. First, we determine the perpendicular
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Figure 5·18: Top-down view showing parameter definitions for the
facet response with rotation angle φ. (a) If |φ|< ∆θ/2, the responses
for half-facets of lengths w1 and w2 are added. (b) Else if |φ|> ∆θ/2,
the response for the half-facet of lengths w2 is subtracted from the
response for the half-facet of lengths w1.
distance to the facet to be γ = ρ cos(max{0, |φ|−∆θ/2}), which may be different from
ρ if |φ|> ∆θ/2. The angular spans of the two half-facets are β1 = |∆θ/2− |φ|| and
β2 = ∆θ/2 + |φ|, yielding half-facet widths w1 and w2 corresponding to w = ρ tan β.
Finally, the generic facet response is given as
gt(ρ, η, α, φ,∆θ,∆t) = ht(γ, η, α, β2,∆t) + sign(∆θ/2− |φ|) · ht(γ, η, α, β1,∆t).
(5.20)
Note that the full response from a fronto-parallel facet is a special case where φ = 0
and matches the expression found in the manuscript.
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Figure 5·19: The response from a partially-occluded facet is com-
puted by subtracting the approximate response from the occluded re-
gion. The occluded region approximation is determined by averaging
the responses for facets of height η′2 and η′′2 .
5.A.2 Incorporation of Occlusion Effect for Multiple Facets Within a
Wedge
If multiple facets are present within a single wedge, then closer facets occlude the
lower parts of farther facets, so the responses from multiple facets do not combine
linearly. To deal with occlusion, we compute the response from each facet in order
of the proximity to the origin (i.e., sorted by ρ). We then determine whether or how
much of the later facets are visible, given the occlusion effects of closer facets. For
instance, Fig. 5·19 shows an example in which part of the second facet is still visible.
We thus compute the coordinates of the corners of the occluded region, approximate
the response of the trapezoidal occluded region as the average of rectangular facet
responses, and subtract the response of the occluded region from the total response.
Building on the previous section, we have defined the perpendicular distance
to the facet as γ. Unless the facet is fronto-parallel (i.e., φ = 0), one of the
facet bottom corners will be closer than the other. The closer corner is at a ra-
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dial distance r1 = γ/[cos(||φ|−∆θ/2|)], and the farther corner is at radial distance
r2 = γ/[cos(||φ|+∆θ/2|)]. Taking the case that the right corner is closer (i.e., φ > 0),
the cylindrical coordinates (p = [pr, pθ, pz]) of the top corners of the first facet in
Fig. 5·19 are given as
pB = [r1, θR, η1], p
A = [r2, θL, η1], (5.21)
where θL = π/2 + ∆θ/2 and θR = π/2−∆θ/2 use the fact that the positive y-axis is
assumed to bisect the wedge.
In general, the region of one vertical plane occluded by another vertical plane will
be trapezoidal, unless the planes are parallel (e.g., φ1 = φ2). We approximate the
response from the occluded region as the average response for planes of heights η′2
and η′′2 , which are the heights of the top corners of the trapezoid. If both η′2 < η2 and
η′′2 < η2, then the response of the occluded plane can be subtracted from the total
response for a plane of height η. Else if η′2 > η2 or η′′2 > η2, we assume the unoccluded
region contributes negligibly to the response within that wedge.
We use the same approach as before to determine the radial coordinates rC and
















Finally, the approximate transient light response from a partially-occluded facet is





2, α2, φ2,∆θ,∆t) + gt(ρ2, η
′′
2 , α2, φ2,∆θ,∆t)] .
(5.23)
5.A.3 Ceiling Response Derivation
A model of the world assuming only fronto-parallel planar facets leaves out the con-
tribution from the ceiling, which is a strong exception to the gravity prior. However,
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Figure 5·20: Ceiling contribution and forward modeling within a
wedge. (a) The entire ceiling plane has height ηc and albedo αc uniform
across all wedges. (b) The maximum radial extent of the ceiling is ρc.
Integrating the ceiling response yields a closed-form expression.
computation of the response from a section of illuminated ceiling is not so different to
that of other planar facets and is outlined as follows. We assume an entire wedge of
the ceiling plane is illuminated as shown in Fig. 5·20 and define ηc to be the constant
height of the plane. We also define αc to be the uniform ceiling albedo and choose
ρc to be the maximum radial extent of the ceiling for the purpose of the derivation4.
The ceiling response is then given as c(t; ρc, ηc, αc,∆θ).
Once again, assuming a Lambertian ceiling, the temporal intensity response should
be given by (5.6). The major difference is in the computation of the BRDF, since
the floor and ceiling are assumed to be parallel to each other (i.e., no slanted ceiling).
The normal vector of any ceiling point is now np = [0, 0,−1], so the BRDF factor is
G(p,0,0) = z4/‖p‖4. (5.24)
4In practice, the ceiling response tends to decay quickly, so the value of ρc is set automatically
by the maximum time bin in our algorithm’s implementation. We thus also ignore the possibility of
a facet occluding part of the ceiling within a wedge.
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dz dy dx dt′, (5.25)
so





















We once again change to cylindrical coordinates with the longitudinal axis now aligned
with the z-axis, so r2 = x2+y2, x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ, and dx dy = r dr dθ. Assuming
a maximum distance of the wedge ρc, we thus rewrite





















Integrating over a time window [t, t+ ∆t) then produces




























so the measurement simplifies to


























5.A.4 Full Wedge Transient Response Computation
The responses from the ceiling and Ni facets in wedge i are combined to compute the
full wedge response ft(ρc, ηc, αc,ρ,η,α,φ,∆θ,∆t), where ρ, η, α, and φ are length-
Ni vectors. If Ni ≥ 2, the full wedge response computation includes the non-linear
combination due to occlusion:
ft(ρc, ηc, αc,ρ,η,α,φ,∆θ,∆t)










k, αk, φk,∆θ,∆t) + gt(ρk, η
′′
k , αk, φk,∆θ,∆t)]
}
, (5.31)
which removes the occluded portion of a facet based on the height of the previous
facet. It is assumed that the parameter vectors are ordered corresponding to ρ1 <
· · · < ρk < · · · < ρNi .
Chapter 6
Analysis and Optimization of Edge-Resolved
Transient Imaging
In this chapter, we analyze the performance of ERTI and consider some improvements
that can be made to the method1. Specifically, we will consider allowing different
dwell times at each illumination spot – formulating a resource allocation problem to
determine how much of the total acquisition time should be spent at each position.
We also develop a simple correction to reduce reconstruction errors due to our model
assuming the detector FOV is centered on the vertical edge. This material appears
in [85].
6.1 Optimized Illumination Dwell Times
So far, the dwell time at each illumination position has been the same. Here, we will
analyze the effect of this and consider improvements that can be made by allowing
the dwell times to differ.
First, a short reminder of the acquisition procedure and noise model. Neglecting
for now any sources of noise (e.g., shot noise), the histogram measured at illumination
point k, denoted mk, contains photon count contributions from the hidden scene
denoted hk. There are also contributions from the laser light reflecting back from any
surfaces on the observer’s (i.e., visible) side, as well as ambient and dark counts, which
we combine together in b. Note that b is constant for every illumination position,
1This work was in close collaboration with William Krska.
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assuming the radius of the semi-circle is reasonably small. b differs from the definition
in the previous chapter which considered the visible side contributions separately. As
the position on the semi-circle moves further away from the wall, i.e. k increases, a
larger portion of the hidden scene is illuminated. This implies that hk+1 = hk + uk,
where uk is the component of the histogram contributed by the part of the scene that
is illuminated from spot k + 1 but not from spot k.
Consider taking the difference between the histograms collected from neighboring
illumination positions:






uj ≈ uk. (6.1)
Doing so provides a difference histogram yk containing only the response from the
part of the hidden scene that was illuminated from spot k+1 but not spot k (the green
wedge in Fig. 5·1c), as the rest of the terms cancel. Hence, the difference histograms
{yk}k=1,...,n−1 contain photons arriving from disjoint wedges in the hidden area.
6.1.1 Data Modeling and Analysis
Let ∆θ represent the azimuthal angular extent of one wedge in radians, or equivalently
the angular spacing of illumination spots. For acquisitions of the full π radians of
hidden volume, ∆θ = π/(n− 1), where n is the number of illumination points. While
all our experimental data collection was for this setting, one might use ERTI with
attention on a limited region of interest or with variable angular resolution. Analyses
and simulations in this section do not include variation of the rotation angles of facets;
facet normal vectors are horizontal and point toward the imaging edge.
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Signal Strength Dependence on Range
For a facet of fixed size in linear units (e.g., 1 m by 1 m, contrasting with angular
units), assuming Lambertian reflection of the illumination on the floor, the amount of
laser light reaching the facet scales as 1/z2, where z is the distance between the facet
and the illumination spot. Lambertian reflection from the facet then implies another
1/z2 scaling for the amount of light that reaches a detector FOV of fixed area near
the edge. Hence, signal strength for a fixed-size facet scales as 1/z4. Note that this
is a total signal strength from the facet, which may be split across multiple angular
wedges.
Instead of considering a fixed-size facet, one may also naturally be interested in a
vertical facet of fixed height that occupies the full ∆θ angular extent of a wedge. Then,
the amount of laser light reaching the facet scales as 1/z. The 1/z2 solid angle extent
of the detector FOV from the vantage point of the facet remains unchanged from the
argument of the previous paragraph. Hence, signal strength for a fixed-height facet
of full angular extent scales as 1/z3.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio Analysis
For the analysis of this section, concentrate on variations of signal and clutter
strengths with angular position θ at the center of the wedge with index j. We consider
facet recovery in one wedge (i.e., solved from one histogram pair, which are differ-
enced), to find a fundamental scaling law. While the MCMC reconstruction method
exploits scene priors and joint processing of all data, here we consider one wedge in
isolation to simplify our problem to a hypothesis test. Since radial distance is mapped
to time-of-flight, we reduce the problem to determination of the presence or absence
of a fixed-height facet of full angular extent at one specified radial distance z.
Since histogram entries are independent Poisson random variables, histogram dif-
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ferences have Skellam-distributed entries. We parametrize these Skellam distributions
by mean and variance. Our problem is to decide between
No facet H0: mj −mj−1 ∼ Skellam(0, σ2j−1), and
Facet H1: mj −mj−1 ∼ Skellam(µj, σ2j−1 + µj),
where mj is one entry of interest in the histogram measured for the jth illumination
position, µj is the mean counts added by a facet present in wedge j, and σ2j−1 is the
Skellam variance due to ambient light, visible-side scene elements, and hidden-side
scene elements up to wedge j − 1. If the distributions under the two hypotheses
had the same variance, performance of the hypothesis test would simply depend on
the difference of means after standardization. For simplicity, we take µj/σj−1 as
the approximate SNR and require it to be held approximately constant to attain
approximately constant probability of error. The mean counts µj can be expressed
as
µj = P∆θαj, (6.2)
where P is the product of laser power and dwell time per spot and αj is the effective
reflectivity per azimuthal radian of the facet in wedge j, including distance-based
falloff effects. The variance σ2j−1 can be expressed as








where B represents ambient light contributions, V the visible side reflections of laser
light, and {αk}j−1k=0 the contributions of earlier hidden-side wedges. By substituting













as a figure of merit. To more easily draw some insights from this analysis, let us
set B ≈ 0 because optical filtering can make ambient light contributions negligible;
set V = πv, where v represents visible-side reflectivity per azimuthal radian; and set
αk ≈ h for k = 0, 1, . . . , j − 1, representing constant hidden-side reflectivity. Then
∆θ
∑j−1
k=0 αk ≈ θh and
γ ≈ P∆θh√







An actionable use of (6.5) is to see how P should scale to maintain a constant
facet-recovery success probability. Rearranging (6.5) gives
(laser power)(dwell time per spot) ∝ θ/π + v/h
∆2θh
. (6.6)
For example, without changing the laser power, to double the angular resolution
(halve ∆θ) requires 4× increase of dwell time per illumination spot, resulting in 8×
increase of total acquisition time. Also, we see that increasing dwell time as θ increases
would be beneficial.
6.1.2 Acquisition Optimization
For our analysis in this section, we consider an approximately semi-circular room such
that in each angular wedge there is a planar surface whose normal points towards the
corner, at the same distance from the corner. The measurements from further around
the corner hence contain more ‘clutter’, that is, the responses from all the surfaces
at previous angles – as they are all localized at the same position in time and hence
in the histogram. This is the worst-case scenario in terms of increasing measurement
variance with angle. To simplify the derivations, we assume there is no background
contribution and we define the visible scene contribution as the same as that of one
wedge in the semi-circular hidden room, which we denote µ̄, in order to avoid the
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special case where the first measurement is entirely zero.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio with Constant Dwell Time
Consider measurements from the semi-circular room. For now, we will consider the
scalar value that is the number of counts in a time bin, yk, that coincides with a surface
being at that distance (so that there is some response, µk). For ease of analysis we
use a Gaussian approximation of the Poisson distribution:
yk ∼ N (µk, µk), (6.7)
which is an excellent approximation given the typical count levels in the experimental
data sets. The difference measurements are then:
mk = yk+1 − yk ∼ N (µk+1 − µk, µk + µk+1) .
In our semi-circular room, µk+1 = µk + µ̄, so µk = iµ and
mk = yk+1 − yi ∼ N (µ̄, (2k + 1)µ̄)) .








which is decreasing with k, as we look further into the scene.
Varying Dwell Time
In the results presented in the previous chapter, the laser illuminates each point for the
same amount of time. Consequently, the later wedges become harder to reconstruct.
To alleviate this issue, we consider allowing the dwell time to be different for each
illumination point. Given a total dwell time budget T , we consider the resource
allocation problem of assigning a dwell time to each illumination point. Optimality
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can be defined in many ways. Here we will consider:
1. Ensuring constant variance of each difference measurement, so that reconstruc-
tion performance does not degrade as the angle increases (as with fixed dwell
times).
2. Minimizing sum of the variances of difference measurements.
Begin by denoting the dwell time at the kth illumination point as gk. For these
derivations it suffices to consider a single histogram time bin mk where there is some
response µk. Using a Gaussian approximation of the Poisson distribution:
mk ∼ N (gkµk, gkµk), (6.9)
















In our semi-circular room, the response in each wedge is the same and is denoted µ̄,








Constant Variance. For the variances to be equal for all difference measurements
















We now have a recurrence relation for the sequence of dwell times that ensure the
variance is constant for wedges at all angles, however, the initial conditions for g1 and
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g2 must be determined in order to generate and use the sequence. We can formulate
an optimization problem to determine the best values of g1 and g2 for a fixed total
dwell time T :




















































 = − µ̄
g21








Minimizing the Sum of Variances. Instead of maintaining a constant variance
between wedges, dwell times can be computed to achieve the minimum sum of the















gk = T. (6.13)
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with gradients of the associated Lagrangian given by:
∇(g)k =

−2kµ̄/g2k + λ 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1
−kµ̄/g2k + λ otherwise
∇(λ) = 1Tg − T.
Fig. 6·1 shows the dwell times determined by solving (6.12) and (6.13) as well as
the resulting difference measurement variances and SNR. To achieve constant vari-
ance, we find that the dwell time must increase as the angle around the corner in-
creases, to counteract the noise contributed by the surfaces in preceding wedges.
6.1.3 Simulated Results
As discussed in Section 6.1.1, one way to estimate whether or not there is a surface
in a particular wedge is considering the difference in Skellam likelihood between the
case where there is a surface present (i.e., the mean is non-zero), or the case with
zero mean. In order to determine what effect dwell time optimization has on such an
estimation, we perform the following experiment. For each of 1000 trials, a realization
of the noisy histograms that would be measured from a semi-circular room of radius
2 m and wall height 2.5 m is computed. Then, for each difference histogram, the
difference between the logs of the Skellam likelihoods with mean given by the true
underlying surface response with zero mean is calculated. If this value is above zero
it implies a surface exists in that wedge, and below zero implies the wedge is empty.
This allows us to empirically confirm that the constant-variance dwell time allot-
ment from the solution to (6.12) developed in Section 6.1.2 provides approximately
constant performance between each wedge (i.e., it is equally easy to determine whether
a surface is present at every angle). Indeed, we see in Fig. 6·2 that this is the case.
There is a dip in the likelihood difference at the first angle. The dwell time allotted
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Figure 6·1: Measurement variance due to different dwell time
allotments. (a) Proposed dwell time allotment schemes that sum up
to a total dwell time of 1, for 45 illumination points and a semi-circular
room with arbitrary µ̄ = 1. (b) The variance of the 44 difference
measurements resulting from the different schemes. (c) The SNR of
the 44 difference measurements.
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Figure 6·2: The difference between the Skellam Log-
Likelihood with mean as the response from a surface, or zero.
Mean of 1000 trials, results shown for two dwell time schemes.
to the first position is very small and hence the number of counts recorded is so low
that the Gaussian approximation no longer holds well. Therefore, it may be prudent
in practice to include a lower bound on the expected number of total photon counts
in the dwell time optimization, if required.
6.2 Detector Offset
The approximate, closed-form solution to the temporal response from an arbitrary
planar surface allows for fast evaluation of the forward model, providing the measure-
ments one would collect from any scene comprising such facets with high efficiency.
Without this, evaluating the forward model requires significant rendering effort. How-
ever, one major assumption made in the derivation of this approximation is that the
detector FOV is a point coinciding with the corner itself. This is problematic in
practice because it would require extremely effective temporal gating, and the FOV
needs to be able to receive light from the entire hidden scene. In the experiments
performed in previous sections, the detector FOV is a small spot located about 20
cm away from the corner following the direction of the wall. This placement of the
detector allows it to detect light from all positions in the hidden scene. However, the
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reconstruction algorithm used did not account for this error, assuming it was negligi-
ble. Nevertheless, there is indeed an error caused by this model mismatch which we
explore here.
Define the vector from the corner to the true SPAD FOV position as ds and
define the vector from the corner to a point on a target surface as dt. The round-
trip distance assumed in the original reconstruction algorithm is r = 2‖dt‖2, whereas
the true round-trip distance is given by r̂ = ‖dt‖2+‖ds − dt‖2. This gives a model
mismatch error of:
e = 2‖dt‖2−(‖dt‖2+‖ds − dt‖2) = ‖dt‖2−‖ds − dt‖2.
The error hence depends on the position of the target in the room, and the magnitude
of the error is also upper-bounded by ‖ds‖2 from the triangle inequality. Fig. 6·3(a)
shows the error as a heatmap within a hidden area for targets at floor height.
A simple improvement to the recovery algorithm would be to correct the error
after the recovery is formed by subtracting the error to the central point on every
estimated surfaces from the surface’s radial distance. Fig. 6·3(b) shows the result of
the reconstruction of a square, empty room performed using the MCMC algorithm
with the detector FOV 30 cm offset from the corner. Displayed in green is the
reconstruction with this correction applied. A more sophisticated approach is to
include this offset within the forward model, but the complications this incurs may
not be worthwhile compared to the gain in accuracy achieved over the simpler method.
A similar effect exists due to the slight offset of the actual laser positions from
the corner, and also from one another. The assumption that b, which includes re-
sponses from the visible scene, is constant with illumination position, and also that
hi+1 = hi + ui, i.e, the response from the each wedge in the scene is the same within


































Figure 6·3: Reconstruction distance error due to model mis-
match and correction. (a) Distance error at floor level with SPAD
FOV 30 cm to the left of the corner. (b) Bird’s-eye view of ground truth
room in black, MCMC reconstruction in red, corrected offset error in
green.
time in the scene response between measurements and hence the means do not cancel
perfectly. In practice, the illumination radius is so small (1.5 cm) compared to the
operating distances, and the measurements are so noisy, that the inaccuracy due to
this is imperceptible in the reconstructions.
6.3 Conclusion
We have developed theory for performance analysis of edge-resolved transient imaging,
aiming to show how the detection of hidden objects depends on various parameters.
Furthermore, we propose and demonstrate a revised acquisition method with non-
constant dwell times assigned to each illumination position. Different cost functions
are proposed to either minimize the sum of the measurement variance, or result in
constant measurement variance between every wedge. We also explore the effect
on scene estimation of the model mismatch between the modelled and true position
of the detector’s FOV, and employ a simple but effective correction to the MCMC
reconstruction.
Chapter 7
MEGS: Mutually Exclusive Group Sparsity
Sparsity regularization has played a key role in computational periscopy in Chapters
2, 3 and 4 and in Chapter 5, an implicitly sparse parametric model was chosen to
recover the scene with ERTI. In the computational periscopy work, sparsity of the
gradient of the recovered image (i.e. total variation) is promoted via regularization
during the optimization procedure. This favors images with sharp edges and smooth
patches, features that are typical of real photographs [22].
In this chapter, we introduce a novel sparsity penalty that encodes mutual exclu-
sivity between certain components in a solution vector. Whilst this penalty can be
used with any inverse problem in general, of particular interest to us is its useful-
ness in encoding occlusions between scene elements in NLOS imaging. For instance,
in ERTI, one can imagine discretizing a wedge such that it contains many facets at
different distances from the corner. The least square solution, aiming to recover a
radiance for each facet using this discretization, will usually be physically impossible,
as facets that are occluded from the measurement device by others in front of them
are still often assigned a non-zero radiance. Regularizing or constraining the recovery
using the proposed penalty would stop these occurrences and provide a physically




The most prevalent sparsity penalty, LASSO [99], uses the `1 norm to promote so-
lutions to optimization problems that have few nonzero coefficients. More recently,
there has been significant interest in structured sparsity. For instance, group sparsity
aims to set entire groups of components within a vector entirely to zero and allow the
components in other groups to take on any value [7]. This is often achieved by regu-
larizing with the `2,1 norm over groups, called group LASSO (G-LASSO) [117]. Con-
versely, there is interest in sparsity penalties that promote intra-group sparsity, that
is, ensuring groups within a vector are themselves sparse. Such penalties have been
used to great success in areas such as deep learning [115], computer vision [93, 105],
and medicine [74, 78]. Previous work in this area includes elitist [56, 57], or exclusive
LASSO (E-LASSO) [120] formulations that are convex and result in sparse, disjoint
groups, and the nonconvex ‘sparsity within and across groups’ (SWAG) [50] plus
extensions that allow for overlapping groups of components [49].
Here, we introduce a nonconvex structured sparsity penalty that promotes mu-
tually exclusive group sparsity (MEGS). MEGS encodes mutual exclusivity between
pairs of entries using a sparsity structure matrix S. When a regularized solution using
the MEGS penalty is one-sparse in all the groups encoded by S, the penalty does not
induce the shrinkage bias that is typical of sparsity-promoting regularization. The
most closely related penalty is the extended SWAG [49], which includes an additional
`1 term and restrictions on regularization strength. The similarities and differences
among the proposed penalty and other exclusive sparsity penalties are discussed in
Section 7.2.2; for a survey of other sparsity penalties (structured and otherwise), we
direct the reader to reviews of LASSO variants [77], sparsity for feature selection [43],
and non-convex sparsity penalties [106].
In addition to exploring the properties of MEGS, we demonstrate the utility of
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MEGS in a number of settings, including a novel total variation-style denoising in one
and two dimensions (Section 7.6.2) and modeling occlusions plus allowing mutually
exclusive discretizations in NLOS imaging problems (Section 7.6.3). Additionally, in
Section 7.5 we introduce a novel algorithm to efficiently solve problems regularized
or constrained by this proposed penalty under certain conditions.
7.2 MEGS Penalty
We define the MEGS structured sparsity penalty for x ∈ RM as
R(x) = h(x)TSh(x), (7.1)
where the function h : RM → RM and symmetric matrix S ∈ RM×M satisfy the
following conditions:
Si,j ≥ 0 for all (i, j) ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}2; and (7.2)
h(x) ≥ 0 elementwise for all x. (7.3)
Except for a discussion of extensions in Section 7.4, we assume h(x) is the elementwise
absolute value |x|, which satisfies Condition (7.3). Conditions (7.2) and (7.3) ensure
that the penality is bounded from below. In particular, the nonlinear function h
makes it unnecessary to constrain S to be positive semidefinite to have the desired
boundedness from below.
The matrix S is key, as it encodes the structural sparsity properties. The entry
Si,j (which equals Sj,i) represents the strength of exclusivity between the pair of
components h(x)i and h(x)j. When Si,j = 0, there is no preference for exclusivity
between the two components. When Si,j > 0, it indicates that the two components
should preferably not be nonzero simultaneously (with the strength of preference
increasing with Si,j). We bound Si,j in the [0, 1] range for convenience and note that
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any scaling can be absorbed into a multiplicative regularization strength parameter.
Given this interpretation, the diagonal of S will be zero and hence S will typically be
indefinite, resulting in nonconvexity. Examples for S are given in Section 7.3.
We can gain intuition into how this penalty works by considering a toy example
in which we want the first and third component in a vector to be mutually exclusive
and we have no other preferences. Hence, we select S1,3 = S3,1 = 1 and set the rest
of S to zero. For a vector that does not break the rule, e.g., x = [1, 1, 0]T,
|x|TS|x|= [1, 1, 0]








However, for a vector that breaks the mutual exclusivity rule, e.g., x = [1, 0, 1]T, we
see that a penalty is incurred:
|x|TS|x|= [1, 0, 1]








Penalty Following Linear Transformation It is also interesting to extend the
functionality of the penalty by first transforming the vector of interest by some matrix
B, giving:
R(x) = h(Bx)TSh(Bx). (7.4)
Possible prototypes for B include finite difference matrices, or a transform to a dif-
ferent basis; see Section 7.6. In this form, one can represent the penalty as a simple
neural network – see Appendix 7.F for details.
7.2.1 Non-convexity of the MEGS Penalty
When h(·) = | · |, the Hessian of the penalty is given by
∇2xR(x) = 2XSX,
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where X = diag(sign(x)). The sparsity structure matrix, S, is symmetric and has
zeros along its main diagonal. S must be indefinite as it has at least one positive
eigenvalue (see [104]) and the sum of the eigenvalues is zero (since the trace of a
symmetric matrix is equal to the sum of its eigenvalues and Tr(S) = 0). The Hessian
has the same structure and can therefore not be positive semidefinite outside of the
trivial case where x = 0. Thus, the penalty is always nonconvex for practical purposes.
More analysis of the eigenvalues of matrices of this kind can be found in [25].
7.2.2 Comparison with Other Exclusive Sparsity Penalties
MEGS has many properties that are shared with other structured sparsity penalties,
but not in totality. Some key properties are as follows:
• Encodes mutual exclusivity between components, with no restrictions on over-
lapping groups or regularization strength.
• Non-convex formulation does not underestimate non-zero components.
• Choices of non-linearity h(·) leads to different outcomes.
E-LASSO The E-LASSO penalty is convex and promotes sparse, non-overlapping





where g defines the non-overlapping groups of components within x. We can compare
MEGS with the E-LASSO penalty by considering a specific design of S. In the case
of a single one-sparse group (see Section 7.3.1), we can introduce a modified sparsity
matrix, Sη = 11T − ηI, where 1 is a column vector of 1s of appropriate dimension.
Scalar parameter η ∈ [0, 1] then gives us E-LASSO (with one group) for η = 0 and
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MEGS for η = 1:
|x|TSη|x|= ‖x‖21−η‖x‖22.
When η = 1, we see the introduction of the −η‖x‖22 term which de-biases the penalty
by ensuring that the penalty equals zero when x is one-sparse. This specific S allows
us to compare the two penalties, but S is not constrained to representing only non-
overlapping groups, whereas E-LASSO does not allow overlaps.








where W is referred to as a weight matrix. If we consider MEGS with h(·) = | · |, we
see that SWAG is nearly a special case of MEGS, with an additional `1 term included
to induce unstructured sparsity (our structured sparsity matrix S is equivalent to a
multiple of the weight matrix W). The descent algorithm to solve SWAG-regularized
problems requires that (I + λW) is positive semi-definite, to ensure the threshold
operator is well-defined.
In MEGS, we do not require constraints of this type on our structure matrix S.
In Appendix 7.E, we do explore changes to the S matrix which can ensure the full
cost function including data fidelity, is convex. Although originally proposed a long
while ago [14], there has recently been a resurgence in interest in so called ‘convex
nonconvex’ sparsity regularization of this kind e.g., [91, 9]. This type of analysis has
shown great promise in the overlapping group-LASSO setting [26, 27].
Surface and contour plots In Fig. 7·1 we show surface and contour plots of
MEGS with S = 11T − I and h(·) = | · | compared to SWAG, E-LASSO and the
normal LASSO penalty. We see from the shape of the MEGS penalty that it is highly
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sparsifying, as the gradient with respect to one component increases in magnitude
when that component is close to zero. An interesting property is visible near the x
and y axes plot – in the contour plot we see MEGS never touches the axes, which is
what leads to the unbiased one-sparse solutions (and in the surface plot, we see no
penalty is assigned to one-sparse vectors).
Figure 7·1: Contour and surface plots for various sparsity pe-
nalities. No penalty is applied to one-sparse vectors by MEGS.
7.3 Notable Designs for S
7.3.1 Canonical One-sparsity
Consider h(·) = | · |. In this case, we obtain
R(x) = |x|TS|x|. (7.6)
If we choose S = 11T − I, then we see that
R(x) = |x|TS|x|= |x|T(11T − I)|x|
= (|x|T1)2 − |x|T|x|= ‖x‖21−‖x‖22,
(7.7)
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Figure 7·2: (a) S matrix that promotes a one-sparse solution. (b) S
matrix that promotes mutual exclusivity within groups in the solution.
(c) S matrix that promotes a minimum separation distance between
nonzero components in the solution.
which is clearly equal to zero when only one component in x is non-zero. Hence, this
can be used to promote one-sparse solutions to optimization problems. See Fig. 7·2(a)
for a graphical depiction.
7.3.2 Intra-group Sparsity
Define h(·) = | · |. Consider a vector x ∈ Rgn where g is a number of groups and n is
the number of components in each group. Then, we can promote mutual exclusivity
within each group using S ∈ Rgn×gn defined in blocks:
S =

S̃ 0 · · · 0
0 S̃ · · · 0
...
... . . . 0
0 0 0 S̃
 ,
where S̃ = 11T − In (see Fig. 7·2(b)). This is now a block-separable problem, equiv-
alent to applying the penalty defined in Section 7.3.1 to different sections of x, i.e.,∑g
k=1|xk|TS̃|xk|, where k indexes blocks of n components. One use case for this for-
mulation is in modeling occlusions in imaging problems, which we demonstrate with
an example in Section 7.6.3.
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7.3.3 Local Neighborhood Sparsity
Sparsity can be promoted in overlapping local neighborhoods in an ordered sequence
of indexes by restricting the nonzeros to a band around the diagonal. This gives a
symmetric Toeplitz S (see Fig. 7·2(c)). For instance, an S with neighbor distance
n = 1 is given by
S =

0 1 0 0 . . .
1 0 1 0
. . .
0 1 0 1
. . .
0 0 1 0
. . .
... . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
For a general neighbor distance n, S is given by
Si,j =

µ, |i− j| ≤ n, i 6= j;
0, otherwise,
where again µ ∈ [0, 1] defines a strength of exclusivity. This ensures that nonzeros in
a solution occur with a minimum separation distance of n indices.
7.4 Choices of h(·)
The typical choice for h(·) is the absolute value |·|. We have developed fast algorithms
(see Section 7.5) to solve MEGS-regularized or constrained problems for this case.
However, we note that other choices can enjoy interesting properties. For instance,
using h(x) = max(0,x) or h(x) = max(0,−x) acts on positive or negative values
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only, respectively (See Fig. 7·3). Thus, combining two constraint terms,
x̂ = arg min
x
f(x)
s.t. max(0,x)T Smax(0,x) = 0
max(0,−x)T Smax(0,−x) = 0
(7.8)
can result in a solution where only positive correlation is penalized, i.e., a group may
contain one positive and negative component, rather than being one-sparse. The
MEGS penalty with h(·) of this form is differentiable and hence the optimization
problem can be solved using simple gradient descent algorithms. In [115], exclusive
sparsity regularization is used to reduce redundancy in the learned kernels in convo-
lution neural networks. The h(·) = max(0, ·) formulation could function as a relaxed
approach to this, allowing more degrees of freedom in the filter kernels.
In a case where there can be a large disparity between the size of components
within groups in the solution vector, one may wish to impose a nonlinear scaling and
use h(x) = |x|κ where κ < 1. This reduces the effect of large but possibly incorrect
components on other, potentially correct components. This can be seen in use in
the 2D local neighborhood total variation example in Section 7.6.2. Alternatively,






= 4(Sx2) · x, (7.9)
and so this can be used directly with a gradient descent algorithm without using
projections or proximal operators. The downside is that this penalty is less sparsifying
than when κ ≤ 1 (see Fig. 7·3). Solving a problem regularized by this could also
provide a useful first initialization for another problem regularized by MEGS with a
more exotic h(·) that can not take advantage of the fast algorithms we have developed.
In Fig. 7·3 we display contour and surface plots for MEGS using these different
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choices of h(·) to give intuition into their properties. We see that max (or min) can be
used to penalize only positive (or negative) pairs of components. Raising the absolute
value to the power of two results in a smooth penalty function, and raising it to a
power of less than one makes the penalty even more strongly sparsifying.
Figure 7·3: Surface and contour plots of the MEGS penalty
with different choices of h(·).
7.5 Algorithms
We develop in this section an efficient algorithm to solve MEGS-constrained or reg-
ularized problems (Algorithm 7.1) when h(·) = | · |. In its normal form in (7.1),
the discontinuities in the gradient caused by h(·) discourage us from simply using a
gradient descent algorithm. Instead, we can express the penalty in a different form:
R(x) = |x|TS|x|= ‖x‖21︸︷︷︸
(a)
−|x|T(11T − S)|x|︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)
, (7.10)
and handle parts (a) and (b) separately. We note some properties of both parts which
we can use.
• An efficient algorithm to evaluate the proximal operator of the `21 norm (a) is
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available (see Appendix 7.A) [66].
• The negative subgradient of (b),
−∇(b) = 2((11T − S)|x|) · sign(x), (7.11)
always points away from the discontinuity in the gradient at zero:
Si,j ∈ [0, 1]
=⇒ (11T − S)i,j ≥ 0 ∀ i, j
=⇒ 2(11T − S)|x|i ≥ 0 ∀ i
=⇒ sign(−∇(b)) = sign(x)
(7.12)
Hence, we can aim to efficiently solve any problem of the form:





using a proximal subgradient method. This simply requires us to evaluate the sub-
gradient of f(x) − |x|T(11T − S)|x| and the proximal operator of ‖x‖21. Typically,
subgradient methods are avoided when solving problems involving sparse regularizers
as they are often discontinuous at zero (e.g. ‖x‖1) and hence struggle to converge to
true zero values due to oscillatory behaviour. In contrast, we find that the conver-
gence speed of this algorithm is not negatively affected by the use of a subgradient of
−|x|T(11T−S)|x| as this term will always aim to push the components of x away from
the discontinuity in the gradient at x = 0. When a component xi equals zero exactly,
we simply select the subgradient ∇(−|x|T(11T−S)|x|))i = 0 from the subdifferential
to avoid disrupting the wanted sparse solution. We demonstrate the improved con-
vergence speed of the proposed algorithm compared to typical subgradient descent in
Appendix. 7.C.
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As this penalty is nonconvex, it is prudent to start with an initial estimate of
x that minimizes the data fidelity. Algorithm 7.1 outlines the proximal subgradient
scheme used to approximately solve the problem in (7.13) by introducing a Lagrange
multiplier λ.
Algorithm 7.1 Proximal subgradient method for MEGS-constrained problems.
Require: Initial estimate x0 = arg minx f(x), λ0 = 0,
1: S = 11T − S.
2: while not converged do
3: xk+1 = Pαλk(x
k − α(∇x(f(xk)− λk|xk|T S |xk|))
4: λk+1 = λk + α(|xk|TS|xk|)
5: end while
6: return x̂ = xk+1
In Algorithm 7.1, Pαλk is the proximal operator associated with the `21 term,
‖·‖21, and α is a step size that can be fixed or computed dynamically. There exists an
accelerated proximal gradient algorithm that is guaranteed to converge to a stationary
point even for nonconvex problems [59], which could be used here also. The algorithm
for this is outlined in Appendix 7.B.
If we wish to introduce a transform to the vector of interest, we can instead solve
a problem of the form:
x̂ = arg min
x
f(x)
s.t. Bx = z
|z|TS|z|= 0
(7.14)
using the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [17], which also uses
Algorithm 7.1 or an accelerated variation thereof at each iteration.
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7.6 Example Applications
7.6.1 Comparison with Other Methods
Three experiments were performed, where measurements y were generated using
y = Ax, with white Gaussian noise added to achieved an SNR of 25 dB. Matrix
A ∈ R25×60 has random Gaussian entries realized for each trial. The vector x has en-
tries ±U(0.5, 1.5) and is made to fit a specific sparsity structure such that |x|TS|x|≈ 0
for some S. Details of how this is achieved are presented in Appendix 7.D. In the
first experiment, S is fixed and enforces intra-group one-sparsity in ten groups (see
Section 7.3.2), where S̃ ∈ R6×6. In the second experiment, a local neighborhood S
(see Section 7.3.3) is used with n = 4. In the third experiment, a new binary S
is generated per trial with entries equal to zero or one with 50% probability. We
compare the performance of the MEGS penalty with other typical sparsity regu-
larizers, both structured and unstructured. The problems solved are of the form
x̂ = arg minx
1
2








where for SWAG, wi,j = Si,j. The E-LASSO penalty uses a sum of the `1-squared
term over groups. We create one group per row in S, where each group contains the
nonzero components in each row (and the diagonal), i.e., gi = { j | Si,j + δi−j = 1 }.
This penalty is not designed for overlapping groups, so the results are poor in the
local neighborhood and random S experiments. The pseudoinverse is used in the
initialization for the nonconvex penalties, x0 = (ATA)−1ATy.
Table 7.1 shows the results from the three experiments. The metrics evaluated are
the percentage of components correctly identified as nonzero, the Jaccard index (the
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Table 7.1: Simulated results over 1000 trials for three different sparsity
structures. Metrics are the percentage of nonzero components identi-









λ tuned for sparsity level
MEGS 75.69 0.646 1.987
SWAG 61.50 0.461 3.537
E-LASSO 59.84 0.398 4.634
LASSO 56.71 0.404 3.813
λ tuned for Jaccard index
MEGS 84.10 0.699 1.633
SWAG 81.12 0.574 2.633
E-LASSO 87.38 0.509 2.849
LASSO 73.91 0.492 3.221
Local neighborhood S
λ tuned for sparsity level
MEGS 79.89 0.701 1.653
SWAG 63.40 0.485 3.160
E-LASSO 60.37 0.241 5.432
LASSO 56.46 0.402 3.813
λ tuned for Jaccard index
MEGS 85.18 0.754 1.328
SWAG 83.11 0.603 2.254
E-LASSO 82.18 0.306 5.278
LASSO 72.10 0.479 3.318
Random S
λ tuned for sparsity level
MEGS 95.32 0.927 0.171
SWAG 89.32 0.836 0.720
E-LASSO 56.20 0.147 3.151
LASSO 70.90 0.563 1.708
λ tuned for Jaccard index
MEGS 95.84 0.932 0.151
SWAG 97.08 0.904 0.374
E-LASSO 88.64 0.206 3.173
LASSO 88.26 0.661 1.173
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intersection of the true support and estimated support divided by the union), and the
MSE for the components that are nonzero in the ground truth. We see that MEGS
outperforms the other algorithms in almost every case. It is unsurprising that the
unstructured sparsity regularizers (LASSO) perform especially poorly in the group S
and local neighborhood settings as the true support is not especially sparse overall,
whereas MEGS is agnostic to the overall sparsity level. Furthermore, the E-LASSO
(`21) regularizer performs poorly when groups are overlapping, whereas MEGS handles
this gracefully and without any additional effort required. We also see that the MSE
within the correct support is particularly low with MEGS, as it implicitly de-biases
the solutions (this can be readily seen from the −‖x‖22 term in (7.7)), whereas the
`1 term in SWAG introduces some bias. Of particular interest are the results where
λ is tuned to result in the correct sparsity level. The MEGS results are particularly
favorable in this setting, and this is the most typical use case; it is roughly equivalent
to solving the constrained MEGS problem in (7.13) and hence requires no user tuning
of the regularization strength.
7.6.2 Local Neighborhood Total Variation
The well established total variation penalty, ‖Dx‖1 where multiplying by D takes
finite differences, aims to sparsify the changes along the solution vector x. We propose
here a local neighborhood total variation (LN-TV) penalty using MEGS. LN-TV is
introducing the transform B = D (see Section 7.2) and using an S that promotes
sparsity in local neighborhoods as defined in Section 7.3.3. LN-TV simply ensures
that changes in the vector occur at least some minimum distance apart, while allowing
changes of any amplitude. This is a prior that the vector is piecewise-constant with a
certain minimum segment length. If a typical minimum separation distance between
significant changes in a vector is known, LN-TV can outperform TV and Moreau-
enhanced TV (a convex-nonconvex variation) [90] in a denoising setting, as seen in
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Figure 7·4: The proposed local neighborhood total variation (LN-TV)
denoising, which only allows changes in the derivative to occur with
some minimum separation, compared to standard total variation (TV)
and Moreau-enhanced total variation (M-TV) compared to denoising.
Fig. 7·4.
For more general problems, where a piecewise approximation is helpful but the
segments do not necessarily have a minimum length well known a priori, the LN-TV
penalty can be combined with the traditional TV by solving a problem of the form:









where the λ’s are parameters that control the strength of the regularization. If A = I,
this acts to denoise the input y, but different choices of A can be used to solve
deconvolution or deblurring problems, super-resolution, and so on. The addition of
the LN-TV term can help avoid the ‘staircasing’ artefacts that often arise when using
TV, and allow for weaker TV regularization, which reduces the bias in the result. We
present an example of these favorable effects in Fig. 7·5. Here, the S matrix used
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Figure 7·5: Combining local neighborhood total variation with stan-
dard total variation can help to reduce bias and avoid ‘staircasing’
artefacts.
promotes sparsity in Dx within five indices either side of a nonzero component. This
formulation is distinct from the one discussed in (7.13), as instead of a constraint we
are using the MEGS term as a regularization with a strength prescribed by λ1. This
allows us to have some more nuance by having a linear ramp from 1 to 0.5 in the band
around the diagonal, to make close changes less likely than ones a greater distance
away.
We can extend this formulation to a 2D setting also. Using the penalty formulation
in (7.16), we promote horizontal and vertical differences that occur only with some
minimal separation distance:
R(x) = λ(|Dhx|κTSh|Dhx|κ︸ ︷︷ ︸
horizontal




Figure 7·6: (a) A test image blurred with a Gaussian kernel and cor-
rupted with Gaussian noise. (b) Reconstruction using total variation.
(c) Reconstruction using local neighborhood TV only. (d) Reconstruc-
tion using a combination of both.
where Dv and Dh are matrices that take finite differences along the vertical columns
and horizontal rows, respectively, and Sv and Sh impose local neighborhood sparsity
in the vertical and horizontal directions. Here, we choose h(·) = | · |κ which introduces
another parameter κ as discussed in Section 7.4. We find that, in general, κ should
be kept somewhat smaller than 1 if the initial estimate is especially blurred or noisy.
For the results shown in Fig. 7·6, κ = 0.75.
7.6.3 Modeling Surface Occlusions in NLOS Imaging
Often when recovering a 3D scene in a NLOS setting, the hidden area will be dis-
cretized into patches or surfaces in some manner whose radiosity or albedo is to be
recovered. Some of these patches may occlude others: if a surface is actually present
in the scene, light coming from others behind it may have no paths to the measure-
ment device. As the discretization is prescribed beforehand, the surfaces occluded
by each other are known a priori, and they should be mutually exclusive. Therefore,
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we can use MEGS to ensure that groups of surfaces that occlude one another will be
one-sparse in the recovered output. This provides two benefits. Firstly, the recovered
output will be physically plausible as surfaces that cannot contribute any light in the
measurements will not be present in the solution. Secondly, ensuring this physical
constraint is met during the optimization process should lead to better estimations
overall.
This idea extends to any situation in which an ideal discretization of some physical
area, field, etc., involves some mutual exclusivity between elements of the discretiza-
tion. Typically, to deal with this one may instead use a discretization that is less
desirable but avoids or reduces this exclusivity requirement, use post-processing to
make the recovery fit the expected structure, or simply ignore it. Using MEGS can
instead ensure that reconstructions both fit the expected structure prescribed by the
underlying physics of the problem, and also enjoy improved estimates due to the
knowledge of the structure being used within the optimization procedure.
To demonstrate the use of MEGS in this setting, we can consider applying it
to ERTI reconstructions (as in Chapter 5). Instead of a parametric reconstruction
approach, we can discretize a wedge into fronto-parallel facets of varying heights at
many different distances from the corner. We calculate a matrix A that governs the
light transport to and from surfaces at different distances from the edge, and with
different heights, such that Af = y where y is a measured difference histogram. We
can then aim to solve the inverse problem to recovery the radiosity of the facets, f , and
hence the support of the solution tells us the position and heights of surfaces within
the hidden wedge. It is assumed that surfaces always start at the ground, extend
to a certain height, and are a certain distance from the corner. This discretization
naturally encodes our ‘gravity prior’ which is paramount to making inferences about
vertical heights, as information is too limited to simply voxelize vertically. However,
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Figure 7·7: (a) Experimental measurement data containing predom-
inantly photon returns from a single wedge in a hidden area. The data
corresponds to the 18th wedge in the ‘Staircase’ scene, Fig. 5·10. (b)
The ground truth scene and the reconstruction using MEGS. The dis-
played reflectivity estimate is enhanced by scaling based on the amount
of the surface that is occluded. (c) The sparsity matrix used to model
occlusion and mutual exclusivity of surfaces occupying the same space.
(d) Reconstructions without using MEGS, with increasing regulariza-
tion strength. No choice of λ gives accuracy comparable to the recon-
struction using MEGS in (b).
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this discretization results in many components of f that must be mutually exclusive:
we have multiple surfaces at the exact same position with only heights varying, so
only one should be selected, and surfaces closer to the corner can occlude those that
are shorter and further away. We can form a reconstruction taking this into account
by solving the following problem:







with S that encodes the one-surface-per-distance rule as well as ensuring unoccluded
solutions. Fig. 7·7 shows reconstructions of a wedge using experimental data from
Chapter 5 and [79]. One reconstruction uses only the ‖x‖1 term and no constraints,
and a second that includes the MEGS constraint. In Chapter 5, an MCMC method
was used to form the reconstructions as it could implicitly include occlusions model
and needed to only estimate parameters for a small number of surfaces, rather than use
a full scene discretization. Here, we instead use MEGS with a full scene discretization
to ensure that surfaces which should occlude those behind them, and vice versa, are
accurately modeled. As such, the result is a physically plausible reconstruction, which
is quite accurate in support, height, and reflectivity.
7.7 The Strength of MEGS
Each constraint encoded by the S matrix reduces the number of possible configu-
rations which do not violate the encoded structure. When considering a vector of
length N , there are 2N possible supports. As constraints are introduced, the num-
ber of allowable configurations decreases. If we consider the most restrictive set of
constraints, where every component is mutually exclusive with every other, there are
only N possible solutions (where only one component is nonzero). To explore this,
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Figure 7·8: Demonstrating the relationship between the strength met-
ric Γ(S) and the MSE of a solution to a generic inverse problem.
we introduce a ‘strength’ metric γ(S) ∈ [0, 1):
Γ(S) = 1− cS/(2N)
where cS is the total number of support combinations allowed given the rules encoded
by S, and N is the number of columns in S, i.e., the length of the vectors of interest.
To demonstrate the how informative this metric is, we solve a simple inverse problem
outlined in Section 7.6.1 (with A ∈ R5×10), but with randomly generated S realiza-
tions ranging from 15% to 95% sparsity. Figure 7·8 shows the mean squared error of
the solutions compared to the strength (Γ(S)) of the generated S.
7.8 Conclusion
Using MEGS as a constraint allows one to recover solutions to problems that fit
a known sparsity structure, including any number of one-sparse overlapping groups
within the solution vector or a transform thereof. This is useful in modeling a wide
variety of phenomena, such as occlusions in NLOS imaging problems. We illustrate
the usefulness of the proposed penalty for some example use cases where, by sim-
ply constructing a sparsity structure matrix S, one can ensure estimates fit known
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hard structured sparsity constraints derived from domain knowledge of the problem.
This results in solutions that are both physically plausible and also improved over-
all. Similarly, MEGS can be used as a regularization term with some strength, to
promote solutions that fit a sparsity structure whilst allowing more nuance, which
gives rise to local-neighborhood total variation. MEGS can be readily combined with
other priors, regularization terms and constraints to improve estimations. A proximal
(sub)gradient algorithm (and accelerated algorithm) have been proposed to quickly
solve MEGS-constrained and MEGS-regularized problems.
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Appendices
7.A Proximity Operator Algorithm for `21
Algorithm 7.2 reproduces the method from [66] to compute the proximal operator for
the `21 norm (with O(N logN) complexity).
Algorithm 7.2 Proximity operator of `21.
Input: z ∈ RN , λ ≥ 0
Output: ẑ = arg minq‖z− q‖22+12λ‖q‖
2
1
1: sort entries of |z| into y s.t. (y1 ≥ · · · ≥ yN)
2: set ρ = max{j ∈ {1...N} |yj − λ1+jλ
∑j
r=1 yr > 0}




7.B Accelerated MEGS Algorithm
In [59], a monotonic accelerated proximal gradient method is outlined that is guaran-
teed to converge to a stationary point for nonconvex problems. Algorithm 7.3 applies
this acceleration to Algorithm 7.1, where αx, αy and αλ are step sizes that can be
fixed or computed dynamically with a back-tracking scheme. The convergence proof
requires that f(x) is a proper function with Lipschitz continuous gradients (e.g., the
least squares loss), and the MEGS penalty is proper and lower semicontinuous, which
is the case for h(x) = |x|.
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Algorithm 7.3 Accelerated proximal subgradient method for MEGS.
Input: z1 = x1 = x0, t1 = 1, t0 = 0, S = 11T − S.
1: while not converged do
2: yk = xk + t
k−1
tk
(zk − xk) + tk−1−1
tk
(xk − xk−1)
3: zk+1 = Pαyλk(y
k − αy(∇y(f(yk)− λk|yk|T S |yk|))
4: vk+1 = Pαxλk(x
k − αx(∇x(f(xk)− λk|xk|T S |xk|))
5: xk+1 =
{
zk+1, F (zk+1) ≤ F (vk+1);
vk+1, otherwise




4(tk)2 + 1 + 1)
7: λk+1 = λk + αλ(|xk|TS|xk|)
8: end while
9: return x̂ = xk+1
7.C Convergence Comparison
To demonstrate the convergence speed of our proposed algorithm (Algorithm. 7.1), we
solve a simple problem a number of times using our proposed algorithm or subgradient
descent with a number of stepsizes α (and a diminishinhg stepsize rule, α/
√
iteration).
We generate a ground truth one-sparse test vector x of length ten, with only the fifth
component non-zero (and set to a random Gaussian realization of variance 1). We
then add white Gaussian noise of variance 0.2 to this to generate a measurement y.
We then solve:





with S = 11T− I and an initialization of all zeros. See Fig. 7·9 for the results, where
we plot the cost curves averaged over 100 trials. We find our proposed method does
indeed converge significantly faster than basic subgradient descent, and also to a lower
final cost (the higher the stepsize for subgradient descent, the higher the final cost it
will be able to converge to in a reasonable amount of time [12]).
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Figure 7·9: Cost over time during optimization for different
algorithms. In orange is the proposed algorithm, in shades of blue is
subgradient descent with different stepsizes.
7.D Generating Test Vectors
For the experiments in Section 7.6.1, we must generate a test vector x for each trial
which fits the sparsity structure described by a specific S matrix. To do so we use
Algorithm 7.4, where in Step 4, uj is drawn from the continuous uniform distribution
on [0.5, 1.5].
Algorithm 7.4 Generate a vector xS s.t. |xi|TS|xi|≈ 0.
Input: x0 ∼ N(0, 1), S, µ 1
1: for |xi|TS|xi|≥ µ do
2: xi+1 = arg minx‖xi − x‖+|x|TS|x|
3: end for
4: return xS,j =
{




7.E The Choice of c for Convex Nonconvexity
Consider the problem of minimizing a cost function of the form 1
2
‖Ax−y‖22+λ|x|TS|x|.
One can replace S with S−cI, where c = λmin(S)+ 12λλmin(A
TA), to achieve nonconvex
regularization whilst maintaining the overall convexity of the problem. This is only
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useful when the smallest eigenvalue of ATA is not too small and the regularization
strength parameter λ is not too large. The Hessian of the cost function





is given by ATA+ 2λXSX (where X = diag(sgn(x))). We introduce a term cI to the
S matrix:
ATA + 2κX(S− cI)X = ATA + 2κXSX− 2κcXIX
= ATA + 2κXSX− 2κcI.
To maintain convexity, we wish to have
λmin(A
TA + 2κXSX)− 2κc ≥ 0,
or equivalently
2κc ≤ λmin(ATA + 2κXSX).
Since ATA and 2λXSX are both Hermitian,
λmin(A
TA + 2κXSX) ≥ λmin(ATA) + λmin(2κXSX)










Figure 7·10: Interpretation of MEGS as a neural network. (a)
Typical formulation. (b) An alternative architecture.
7.F Neural Network Interpretation
When combined with a linear transformation, the penalty function begins to take
on a form similar to a simple neural network. Fig. 7·10(a) shows this represented
in the style of a typical neural network diagram. Other parallels exist, for instance,
when using h(x) = max(x, 0) as considered in Section 7.4, we have a ReLU layer [37].
This can inspire alternate configurations, for example, in Fig. 7·10(b) we show an
alternative architecture allowing for two different B and h(·). This viewpoint could
inspire the use of unsupervised learning algorithms to learn B and S along with any
other parameters from a data set. This has not yet been explored further.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Outlook
Hopefully, having reached the end of this thesis, you are convinced that practical
NLOS imaging methods could have much utility in real-world problems, so the po-
tential applications will not be re-iterated. Throughout, we have presented work
intended to push NLOS imaging further into the realm of practicality, by developing
new imaging methods and algorithms that address some of the issues with existing
methods.
Computational periscopy, our passive imaging system, requires only an ordinary
digital camera, such as the one on a cell phone in most people’s pockets, to acquire
measurements. This is in stark contrast to the bulky, expensive and specialized sen-
sors with long acquisition times required for active imaging methods. In Chapter 2,
we developed theory to determine where imaging is possible (by finding the computa-
tional field-of-view), and developed tools to estimate some parameters about hidden
occluding objects (e.g., position), so these parameters need not be known a priori to
perform imaging. We also developed an image reconstruction algorithm that aims
to cancel some unmodelled background light contributions in the measurements and
allowed us to demonstrate computational periscopy experimentally on a variety of
scenes.
In Chapter 3 we extended the imaging capabilities of computational periscopy
with a new reconstruction algorithm based on a generalized psuedoinverse. The new
algorithm forms reconstructions two orders of magnitude faster than the previous
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method, allowing real-time video-rate reconstructions, and also greatly increases ro-
bustness to the level of ambient background light one may find in real-world scenarios.
The use of optimized preconditioners or left inverses to reject certain contributions
in a measurement could find use in a number of other areas, also.
Previously, only active methods were suited to recovering 3D information about
the hidden scene, using range information inferred from the time-resolved sensing. In
Chapter 4, we extended the estimation and reconstruction capabilities of computa-
tional periscopy to recover images on multiple planes at different depths in the hidden
area, paving the way towards true 3D reconstructions – again using only a single pho-
tograph of a blank relay wall. This presents opportunities for future improvements,
for instance, utilizing foreground objects in the scene as occluders themselves to better
resolve further away objects.
In Chapter 5, we introduced an active imaging method, Edge-Resolved Transient
Imaging (ERTI). A large number of active imaging methods use slow acquisition pro-
cedures, require large scanning surfaces and are unsuitable for recovering the structure
of large-scale scenes. ERTI avoids these issues by taking advantage of a novel acqui-
sition methodology, that greatly differs from the typical scanning procedure used in
prior methods. The key to the new methodology is the use of the occlusion provided
by a vertical edge to direct laser light in known directions. This allows ERTI to form
plan view reconstructions, plus heights, of large-scale scenes with 180° FOV, with only
a 1.5 cm radius scanning aperture and 45 illumination points. Although ERTI still
requires acquisition times far above video rate, the significantly reduced number of
measurement locations allows ERTI to require much less acquisition time than other
active methods.
In Chapter 6, we analyzed the performance of ERTI through theoretical con-
siderations, and showed how this can be used to optimize dwell times to allow for
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constant reconstruction accuracy, independent of angle. We also addressed the model
mismatch due to the detector offset from the corner with a simple post-processing
step.
ERTI increases the practicality of active NLOS imaging for large scale scenes
considerably – and many improvements can still be made to the system. With the
invention of ever-better detectors, a dual configuration whereby a multi-pixel SPAD
camera views the floor and a laser illuminates one point elsewhere could reduce the
acquisition time by more than 45× and provide new opportunities for algorithmic
development. Furthermore, ERTI could be extended to detect or track moving objects
in the hidden area, with significantly less acquisition time required due to the motion
of the scene. Finally, thanks to the shared geometry, ERTI could be combined with
the passive corner camera to infer color information about the hidden surfaces.
In Chapter 7, we introduced and developed theory around a sparsity penalty that
encodes mutual exclusivity rules between components in a vector. We compared this
new penalty with other similar penalties to demonstrate its advantages, and devel-
oped fast algorithms to solve problems regularized or constrained by the penalty.
Such mutual exclusivity structure is ubiquitous in the kind of scene discretizations
(e.g., voxelization) used in NLOS imaging, and could be used to produce results that
better adhere to the true underlying physics (for example, by disallowing occluded
surfaces from existing in reconstructions). MEGS has many opportunities for exten-
sion. Learning the structure sparsity matrix S from a data set is posed in [50] as
an interesting problem, and one could aim to learn a sparsifying transform B also.
Furthermore, greater exploration of different choices of h(·) can lead to different and
interesting functionality – this can be even further extended by introducing a different
function for each side of the multiplication with S or allowing h(·) to be non-separable.
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